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A study of the introduction of computers to the Collection 

Management Procedures (Tedmical Services), at the University of 

Guyana Library. The manual systems at the University Library 

are briefly outlined and an overview of the University ajnd the 

Library; the difficulties and problems experienced are 

discussed. 

An overview on the use of computers in collection management, as 

discussed in the literature on the subject, is dealt with, as 

well as a sample of libraries using computers in this area is 

also outlined. 

The actual application of computers to the procedures in 

operation at U.G. library is discussed, using one of the two of 

the software packages evaluated. Features which obtain in the 

software and which could be applied to the procedures at U.G. 

Library, are also identified and discussed. Attempts to 

summarise the discussions in all the other and recommendations 

for the successful operation of automation at U.G. Library. 

Finally, a summary of the points discussed and recommendations 

for the possible introduction of computers to the manual systems 

at the University of Guyana Library is outlined. 
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The introduction of computers into the operations of library 

systems has brought about quite a change. Computers are being 

used in such areas as circulation, bibliographic compilation, 

literature searching and many other areas. 

Libraries serving institutions of higher education have either 

fully automated or are in the process of implementing fully 

automated library systems. This approach is the developnent 

goal of most libraries, who have the interest of their users at 

heart. Many of these libraries might be experiencing various 

difficulties such as shortage of staff, lack of space, and so on 

in their operations. Computers are seen as a means of 

alleviating some of these problem areas, and at the same time 

expanding and improving the services offered to the patrons. 

The University of Guyana Library is about to take this step to 

introduce computers to its procedures. This decision is further 

supported by recommendations from an roB Consultant who was 
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given the task to investigate this possibility becoming a 

reality. 

This study is therefore concerned with computer application the 

collection management procedures in the Technical Services 

Department of the University of Guyana Library. This 

application is being viewed with much optimism both by the staff 

in the library and the rest of the University Cormrunity, as they 

too see this introduction as a way of handling some of the many 

problems which now exist in the section, and also of improving 

the services to the patrons. 

It is envisaged that the system selected should adequately 

provide for the needs of Acquisitions, CatalOguing, Serial 

Control and the Bindery. It is also hoped that the data 

originating from the Technical Services area, can be used in 

Reader Services, possibly in the provision of an On-line Public 

Access Services (OPACS) in the Circulation Area. In short, the 

intention is to have a fully integrated system operating in 

Technical Services and ultimately the entire library. 
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1.1. MImIHXJl..(X;Y 

In this study, comparisons will also be made of two systems 

which are being considered for use in the Library. These are 

CDS/ISIS, a UNESCO Information/Automation package prepared by 

Virginia Tech Library Systems in Virginia, United States of 

America.- The use of either of these two systems has been 

suggested by the Inter-American Deve10pnent Bank Consultant in 

his report to IDB/University of Guyana, University Library 

Consultancy, 14 August - 8 September, 1989. 

1.2. OBJ&:ITvES OF mE SlUDY 

The objectives of the study were: 

To analyse the manus1 systems being used in the Collection 

Management procedures in the Technical Services 

Department, University of Guyana Library; 

To show ways how the systems can be improved using 

computers; 
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To reduce the duplication of files and records in various 

areas in the section; 

To provide a wide access to the library's collection of 

books, pamphlets, maps, manuscripts, serials and other 

non-book materials such as tapes, microfiches, and others. 

1.3. ARRAlGlMEN'r OF 00NJ»lr 

Chapter one discusses briefly some of the areas to be dealt with 

in the study and outlines the objectives. Chapter two gives an 

overview of the University of Guyana and the University Library. 

The range of services offered by the Library is discussed as 

well as the operations of the Technical Services Department; 

staffing; the difficulties experienced and possible solution(s) 

to these problems suggested. An overview of the use of 

computers in Collection Management Procedures as highlighted in 

the literature on this subject, and samples of libraries using 

automation in this area is discussed in chapter three. In 

chapter four, the discussion is centred on the actual 

application of computers to the operations in the Technical 

Services Department of the University of Guyana Library. 

Features which can be so applied are identified in one of the 

systems discussed in chapter three.- This application is based 
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on the problems identified in chapter two. Finally, chapter 

five gives a S\lIIIJlIU"y and recOllllleIldations for the further 

improvement of the use of computers to the Teclmica1 Services 

Department. 

1.4. ACRONYMS 

Throughout this study the following acronyms will be used:-

CDS/ISIS -

VTLS 

U.G.L 

C.R.L 

CARICOM -

U.W.I 

N.L.S 

Computerised Documentation Systems/ Integrated 

Set of Information Systems 

Virginia Tech Library Systems 

University of Guyana Library 

Caribbean Research Library 

Caribbean . COIIJIl1IDity Secretariat Documentation 

Centre 

University of the West Indies Library 

National Library of Scotland 
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OVERVIEW - UNIVERSI'lY OF GJYANA AND 'mE 0NIVERSI'lY 

OF GJYANA T IlIRARV 

This chapter will give a brief overview of the University of 

Guyana and the University of Guyana Library. It describes how 

and why the institution was established; the number of staff and 

students and the disciplines offered to Guyanese and foreigners. 

Other things discussed include the sei:vices offered to the 

University comnnmity by the Library; the operations of the 

Technical Services Department - its manual systems; staffing in 

the Technical Services; difficulties experienced in operating 

this department; and, also the possible introduction of 

computers to the marrual systems. 

2.1. THE llNIVERSTIY OF GJYANA 

The University of Guyana was established by an Act of Statute in 

1963, the aims of which are as follows: " ••• to provide a place 
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of education, learning and research of a standard required and 

expected of a University of the highest standard ..... n (Extract 

from the University of Guyana Act, Chapter 39:2).-

The University is the Highest Institution of learning in Guyana, 

and is situated in the capital city of Georgetown about two 

miles inland from the sea. It has a staff of over 3,000 

comprising of academic, administrative, clerical and maintenance 

personnel.. The student population is over 2,000 comprising of 

undergraduates, postgraduates and research levels. 

University of Guyana has the following Faculties: Arts, 

Education, Social Sciences, Science and Technology which is made 

up of Natural Sciences, Technology, Agriculture, Mining, among 

others. There is also an Institute of Adult and Continuing 

Education, which caters for other ancillary programmes offered 

by the institution, for example, Distance Learning, Teaching of 

English as a foreign language, to name a few. 

The University administration has recently taken a decision to 

automate all its files and records. 

priorities in the on-going programme 

improvement at the institution .. 

This is one of the 

of expansion and 

nus decision to automate systems across the campus comes as a 

result of recOllJllendations made by !DB and other consultants.-
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These consultants were brought to the University to evaluate 

existing procedures and operations and to make suitable workable 

suggestions which should improve and enhance the services 

offered to the University conmunity. 

Through a technical assistance arrangement with the !DB, several 

PCs have been acquired and placed in key administrative areas 

and departments of the institution, namely Personnel, the 

Bursary, Examination and Admission.. A few have also been placed 

in one or two Faculties - Natural Sciences and Technology. 

The University Library is one of the key areas which is to have 

automation introduced to its operations.- As mentioned earlier, 

this application is the basis of this study, and more details 

will be given in ensuing chapters. 

2.1.2. TIlE UNIVERSITY OF GUYANA T T8RARY 

The University of Guyana Library was established to support the 

University in its objectives of pursuing teaching and research 

both in Guyana and overseas. One primary objective of the 

Library is therefore to make its collection readily accessible 

and available for use by the University community. 

The University Library has a very large collection of both book 

and non-book materials, including rare items and historical maps 

of the country. There are three main divisions in the LIbrary -

Technical Services, Reader Services and the Caribbean Research 
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Library.. Readers Services is further subdivided into three 

Subject Divisions - Humanities and Education, Social Sciences, 

~cience and Technology. 

The Caribbean Research Library is closed access likewise the 

Serials Collections. C.R.L. as its name denotes, is the 

repository of all publications on Guyana (this includes 

copyright materials) and the Caribbean .. 

The University of Guyana Library offers a service mainly to the 

University cOlllllUllity. Private researchers and students from 

other educationsl institutions are allowed to use the facilities 

at the discretion of the University Librarian, on payment of a 

cautionary deposit depending on the status of the user and 

request made for use of the Library. This category of patrons 

is only given Reading Room privileges and is not allowed to 

borrow materials from the Library .. 

2.2. 'mE OPERATIONS AND SYSTJH; OF 'tHE TlDJNICAL 

SERVICES DEPAR'IMI!Br 

2.2.1. 

Most Library services are divided into two broad areas -

Readers I Services and Technical Services. The Readers I Services 
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Division has direct contact with the patrons, while Technical 

Services does not have the same direct contact with the patrons. 

Technical Services is concerned with acquiring and processing 

materials for use by the patrons. 

Service to the University colllllllIlity is one of the main 

objectives of the Library, which begins in the Technical 

Services Deparbnent.' Without the support of this section, it 

would be impossible for the Library to offer any kind of service 

to its users.' 

The activities of this department revolve around three basic 

functions: -

(a) Purchasing library materials -

Acquisitions Department; 

(b) Organising and processing the materials 

to be used by the University COlII11UIlity -

Cataloguing; 

(c) Maintaining the collection and the records 

i.e.the main public catalogues and the 

shelf list, which provides the user ready 

access to the Library's collections, and 

the bindery. 

The fact that the Library is always experiencing staff problems 

at all levels, this situation makes it difficult for the day-to

day operatiOns to be conducted efficiently and effectively. The 
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other major problem area facing the Library is one of space, 

both for the staff to wrk in and the students using the reading 

rooms of the Library. One might suggest that more staff be 

recruited and larger wrk areas be created, but these would not 

necessarily help the situation.. A similar situation will no 

doubt arise in the near future especially since both the student 

intake and the introduction of new programnes at the UniverSity 

is increasing every academic year., (See Library Organisation 

Chart - Staffing - Appendix I). 

The operations in the Technical Services Department - the 

searching, typing of orders in Acquisitions, masters and cards 

in Cataloguing Department, filing of cards and on-order slips, 

maintaining files of correspondence, Bindery/Preservation 

records and statistics, etc., are all done manually.' 

The Technical Services Department is supervised by the Head of 

Technical Services, who delegates duties to the other staff 

through (a) the Head of CatalOguing and (b) the Head of 

Acquisitions respectively. (See Technical Services Staff Chart 

for breakdown of present staffing situation - Appendix II) .. 

There is also the ever-present problem of scarce funds which 

Libraries everywhere are experiencing. This scarcity makes it 

difficult for institutions, moreso Libraries, to adequately 

provide the kind of accomnodation needed by its staff, and 
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services for its patrons.- (See Appendix HI for breakdown of 

Library Budget. 

2.2 .. 2. ~SrnoNS DEPAJrDmiT 

The provision of a service for the University COIIIIJUIlity really 

begins in the Acquisitions Department. This department manages 

the budget of the Library and the Faculties in relation to 

buying most, if not all, of the relevant materials needed for 

teaching and research.. The Collection Management procedures 

begin here with the selection of materials to be used by both 

students and lecturers. 

The selection of materials is done by both the Subject Division 

Librarians and the teaching staff in -the Faculties. This 

process is carried out using publishers blurbs and scanning 

other relevant publications, e.g.- journals, newspapers, etc. for 

notification of new publications .. 

Within the Acquisitions Department there are a number of other 

areas and sections which come under the supervision of this 

department.. These are:-

(i) Gifts and Exchanges 

(H) Serials 

(Hi) Bindery/Preservation. 
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---- -----

2.2.3. CATAI.OQJIlC DEPAkDm'lt . 

This section is responsible for cataloguing and classification 

which includes determination of authorship, description of 

items, identification of subject headings and classification 

numbers. Classification and cataloguing is done using the 

Library of Congress Classification Scheme, the holdings of 

which, to the time of writing this study, is very much out of 

date. Steps are now being taken to update these schedules and 

other important tools which are vital to the smooth operation of 

the Technical Services as a whole .. 

To complete the process of cataloguing and classification, this 

department is also responsible for the physical preparation of 

the materials for use by the patrons - lettering the spine, 

preparing date due labels, etc. Maintenance of the card 

catalogues and the shelf list records is also done here .. 

As mentioned above, these procedures are all done manually, and 

no doubt is time consuming and tedious.. It often results in 

deadlines not being met on time. It is important to note that 

the timings are not consistent as production in Technical 

Services is affected by a number of factors - manpower, 

stationery, power supply, among others. 

It is hoped that with the introduction of computers to these 

manual and other systems, there will be some improvement in this 
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department (See Appendix IV for marrual procedures of the 

Teclmical Services Department). 

There is a conflict between the projections of the university of 

Guyana Library staff organisation chart and the present 

situation in the Teclmical Services Department.- As indicated by 

the Technical Services staff chart, there are a number of 

unfilled vacancies.. This is severely hampering the smooth 

operations of this department, thus, the application of 

computers to the present manual systems will greatly enhance and 

improve the operations in this department. For example, in the 

cataloguing and classification of materials where there is a 

backlog. The applications and benefits will be discussed in 

greater detail in chapter 4.-
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1. Information used in this chapter is taken in part from the 

University of Guyana Handbook, 1984/85. 

2. University of Guyana Act: chap. 39:02, Laws of Guyana. 

3.· Notes on the operations of Technical Services, University 

of Guyana. 
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OVERVIEW - USE OF <XIfPO'l'El!S IN mE 

The purpose of this chapter is to give an overview of the use of 

computers in the collection management procedures (Teclmical 

Services) as highlighted in the literature on the subject. 

3.1. DEFINl'l"lON OF TERMS 

What is meant by the terms "Collection Management and Collection 

Development?" The activities carried out in the Teclmical 

Services Department are often identified by either of these two 

synonymous terms. Frederick C Lynden in an article in the 

American Library Association Yearbook, 1980, (ALA Yearbook) 

makes this COllJ1leIlt about the terms: 

Collection Development is no longer a suitable title 
for the series of activities which now take place in 
libraries. The title collection management describes 
more accurately the process now taking place ••• The 
collection manager is concerned not' only with 
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selection, but also with access (resources sharing), 
not only with collection management maintenance and 
preservation, not only with budget, but also with the 
politics of use, and not only with weeding, but also 
with storage a1ternatives.- Selection decisions are no 
longer determined solely by local issues, but are 
affected by state, national, and international 
considerations .. Cl) 

More recently, Clare Jenkins and Mary Modey have sought to 

establish clearer distinctions between the terms in their book 

Collection Management in Academic Libraries: 

Collection development is perceived as a concept more 
appropriate to earlier times of expansion in higher 
education and academic libraries.. It implies building 
and growing, dealing with the selection and 
acquisition of library materials. Collection 
management is a more demanding concept, which goes 
beyond a policy of acquiring materials, to policies on 
the housing, preservation and storage weeding and 
discard of stock.. Rather than selection and 
acquisition, collection management emphasises the 
systematic maintenance and management of a library's 
existing collection. (2) 

The definitions quoted in 3.1. give an indication of how the 

collection management principles operate.- These principles 

which are common to all libraries, fall into three distinct 

areas: how to acquire what - selection and acquisition: how to 

treat it in the library - cataloguing and classification; and 

when to withdraw it to where - stock evaluation, weeding and 

storage, binding/preservation. These principles should operate 
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in close conjunction with the laid down principles and 

objectives of the library, and the governing ins"titution. 

For example, the operation of weeding the collection is one of 

the techniques used to keep a balance on the stock.. It is also 

used as a means of evaluating the use made of the stock over a 

period of time.. Materials are scrutinised and a decision taken 

to withdraw them from circulation.. 'They might be withdrawn 

because they are dated; badly lIIIltilated in one way or the other; 

they might no longer be relevant to the curriculum; or there 

might just be too many copies which are not being used. 

However, having withdrawn these materials from the shelves, 

there are other related problems to be cOnsidered.- These items 

have to be de-accessioned, records removed from the catalogues 

and the necessary notations made, lists of the materials removed 

compiled and, more important, whether they will be discarded 

completely, or where they will be stored for future use. Where 

and how to store the materials withdrawn from stock is usually a 

problem, since many libraries do not have the space to 

acconmodate this operation .. 

Another prinCiple of collection management is that of 

binding/preservation." This is a very important area which lIIIlSt 

be given serious attention, since failure to do so can result in 
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the depletion of the stock. A binding/preservation policy 

should be in operation, and the staff made aware of its 

usefulness, and the procedures surrounding this policy • 

Preservation policies should have provision for dealing with 

such issues as floods, fires, leaking roofs, lDIltilation of 

materials by the users. 

It is concern for the management of the collection which has 

forced library administrations to look for new techniques in 

managing their respective collections. However, libraries are 

faced with various constraints such as limited funds, shortage 

of staff, and in the case of academic libraries, they have to 

contend with changes in the curriculum, research selectivity, 

the eJC1?S11Sion of higher education, and the introduction of new 

information media. These constraints therefore disrupt the 

smooth coordination of all the procedures in the Technical 

Services Department of any library. 

An example of the constraint placed on libraries by way of 

scarce funds, is their inability to purchase much needed 

materials for use by the patrons. The present economic 

situation has caused library budgets to be severely cut, thus 

making it impossible to acquire materials. Libraries are being 

forced to reduce their opening hours, and many useful services 

to the patrons are withdrawn. Some libraries have been forced 
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to reduce their staff to a bare minimum, and other cost cutting 

measures implemented.· 

In relation to the expansion of higher education, several 

changes take place, in the line of mergers between universities, 

polyteclmics become universities, and newer methods of teaching 

are introduced.. Example of the introduction of new courses is 

the Distance Learning Programne.. This progranme makes use of 

non-book materials such as tapes, videos, slides, together with 

the traditional book materials to promote its work. It is 

usually targeted to those persons who are tmable for various 

reasons to formally attend an institution of higher learning .. 

Libraries are expected to support such programmes, by the 

provision of materials for the students. 

However, the limited staff to process these materials makes it 

difficult for libraries to adequately provide the service 

needed, tlrus, they are forced to look for ways to do so. The 

application of computers to operations in the libraries can 

assist to make this possible. 
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3 .. 2.- SAMPLE T IIIRARY SiSIMS 

One method used to make the collections of libraries readily 

available and accessible to users is through the application of 

computers to the collection management principles. This new 

technology has had quite an impact on library operations. As 

indicated by Morley and JenIdns, 

automated housekeeping procedures enable librarians to 
manage daily routines more efficiently, while 
providing them with detailed and specific management 
information on library stock and the use made of it, 
which can be used to assist in the decision-making 
process and for performance monitoring. (3) 

The use of computers in collection management is an important 

way of improving these procedures and also a means of 

accomplishing work already being done manually. Items can now 

be processed at a fraction of the time once required for this.-

Examples of the use of computers in improving collection 

management tasks are many and varied.- Many institutions in both 

the developed and in some developing countries have been using 

this technology to their benefit. In the United Kingdom and the 

United States, shared cooperative catalOguing schemes have been 

in operation for some time. 

Computer services are readily available to libraries these days 

and have been in circulation since around the 1960s. Sources 
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from which library automation can be had include BLCMP -

originally Birmingham Library Cooperative Mechanisation Project 

now BLCMP (Library Services) Ltd; ORACLE Libraries; UBERTAS, 

VTLS, and CDS/ISIS Computerised DoC1.Dllentation 

Systems/Integrated Set of Information Systems .. 

3.2.1.· 

BLCMP is one of the first UK cooperative cataloguing services 

established to provide a shared circulation and cataloguing 

service.. This cooperative was formed in 1969, and has since 

developed into an independent company offering integrated, 

stand-alone systems .. 

The BLCMP System BLS also has the following features: 

Acquisitions; Serials Control; Inter-Library loans and 

Management Information. (4) 

3.2.2. 

Another service available is that of LIBERTAS. This service was 

designed and developed by SLS (Information Systems) Ltd., 

formerly South-Western Academic Libraries Cooperative Automation 

Project (SWALCAP), and is the other cooperative established in 

1969 to provide a shared circulation and cataloguing service to 

libraries in the UK. Like BLCMP (BLS), LIBERTAS has since 

developed into an independent company also offering integrated, 
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stand-alone library systems. UBERTAS offers the following 

user-defined parameters in several languages System; 

Circulation; Cataloguing; Acquisitions; Interlend!ng; External 

Services and Serials Control. This service is in operation at 

the seven colleges of the University of London,,(5) 

3 .. 2.3.-

Other systems available to libraries, is that of Integrated 

Systems. This development of automated library systems has 

largely reflected prevailing trends in data processing 

technology • It is a forward move from batch to online 

operations and the use of dedicated, on-site minicomputers 

instead of remote time-shared mainframes. (Clayton)(6) 

This integrated automation system has a common database and is 

processed by applications programnes which perform a range of 

technical support functions. Some of the functions performed 

include acquisitions, cataloguing, circulation, serials control 

and online public access catalogues. As Marlene Clayton in her 

book Managing Library Automation, points out, 

• ... the establislunent of an integrated system in 
which all functions share one database eliminates 
or reduces data redundancy and therefore reduces 
costs. The main advantage in having such a 
system is to the user of the library, who will be 
able to use the public access catalogue to find 
out the current status of all library material .. 
(7) 
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3.2.4. 

ORAClE Libraries is another library automation system based on 

the ORACLE Relational Database Management System. Key features 

of the system are: Client server configurations - ORAClE 

relational database; Total Transaction Security; Cataloguing; 

OPAC; Circulation; Management Information and Reporting; Inter

library loans; Serials and Acquisitions.- The system will run on 

any ORACLE DHMS V6 - supported platform, with or without the 

transaction option .. Preferred options include UNIX-based 

systems from IBM, ICI, Sequent and Sun, as well as PC 

compatibles running SCO UNIX. 7 )8) 

3.2 .. 5. 

Apart from those services using computers to aid manual systems, 

there are tasks which are carried out solely by computers, and 

which can aid the task in the Technical Service Department .. 

These include netwrking facilities, and downloading 

information .. A networking facility affords communication 

between the library and other areas on a campus, and also 

between libraries at various points. This communication can be 

done via electronic mail by means of which faculties and other 

users can get information relevant to their discipline and 

interests.-
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Downloading of information is done through the linking of a 

system with another system which has a database in a particular 

area.- This interface between software systems allows users to 

search complete databases and download needed data speedily and 

easily for both editing purposes and adding local information to 

the library concerned.- Systems which offer this facility 

include OGLC - Online Computer LIbrary Center of the USA; 

Research Libraries Information (RUN), and others.. Data which 

can be downloaded include those needed in the cataloguing and 

classification section of libraries .. 

Many of these systems report on all the levels of library 

activities and lend themselves well to collection management 

needs.. Library automation systems, as they are also called, are 

available in different features, some of which are stand-alone, 

some embody teleconmunication networks, and others are 

distributed.-

Jmres E Rush in his article Library Automation Systems and 

Networks, describes each of these systems thus: 

A stand-alone system is one in which users at 
terminals interact with software and data files 
resident in a single processor.. Systems that embody 
teleconmunications networks will be linked to those in 
which the bulk of conmunications links exceed 50 miles 
in length. Distributed systems are those that are 
configured in such a way that substantial portions of 
the processing that supports a user are carried out on 
a different processor, but in a manner that is 
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transparent to the user. (9) 

3 .. 3., LIBRARIES usnc C(JtP(JTERS IN 'mE <XlU.H:'rION 

MANA!»ImT PROCEIIlRES 

3.3.1., 

The development of computer technology has become so 

sophisticated that it could change the existence of many 

professions, especially those that deal with the transfer, 

retrieval or storage of information. Libraries are therefore 

seen as important agencies which can make full use of the 

facilities offered by the advent of computer teclmology in 

managing the flow of information. 

Many libraries have already introduced computers to their daily 

operations. These applications are proving successful and have 

resulted in cutting down on the amount of time and effort used 

to perform manual tasks. The most popular area of the library 

to have computers applied to its operations is circulation. For 

a long time, computer application to libraries was only 

considered in this area. 

applied to other sections. 

However, computers are now being 

Chief among ,these are procedures of 

the Technical Services (Collection Management Procedures)., 
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Libraries which have introduced this teclmology to teclmica1 

services include the National Library of Scotland (NLS) in 

Edinburgh; the Caribbean COIIIIlIlI1ity Secretariat Documentation 

Centre (CARICOM Documentation Centre) in Georgetown, Guyana; the 

Main University Library and the Eric Williams Medical Science 

Library at the University of the West Indies (U.W.I.), St 

Augustine, Trinidad and Tobago, and many others. 

3.3.2. USE OF vn.s AT NATIONAL LIBRARY OF &X>Tl.AND 

The National Library of Scotland (NLS) has applied VTLS software 

to its Teclmical Services Department, and other libraries under 

the supervision of the NLS. 

NLS which is over 300 years old, "can best be regarded as a 

research library serving a wide clientele, including scholars, 

students and others". (l0) The library's collection is estimated 

at 5,000,000 items and 80,000 plus monographs are received 

annually, 60,000 of these are received under the Copyright Act 

and 20,000 are purchased.- As a Copyright library, NLS is 

entitled to claim a copy of every publication of and about 

Scotland and the United Kingdom. 

research library in Scotland. 

It is the largest major 

The main library which is situated at George IV Bridge, the 

Computer and Research in Lawn Market Street, and the Scottish 
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Science Library in the Causewayside Building about half a mile 

on the outskirts of the city, are all closed access and offer 

reading room facilities only to the patrons.- The Scottish 

Science Library is a reference library offering a comprehensive 

service in its subject areas. It exists to l1Eet the needs of 

the scientific, industrial and business cOlJlD\n'rlty of Scotland. 

NLS does not have a large staff, hence the administration had to 

find a means of handling the influx of materials received on a 

daily basiS, and also the requests from the patrons.-

The introduction of automation to the operations of the library 

has greatly assisted in both respects.. It has helped in the 

preparation and processing of materials and information, in 

terms of time fOrl1Erly spent doing these manuslly.. The software 

in use at NLS is VTLS-89. This software has the capacity to 

accOllIllOdate large databases and offers the kind of facilities 

which a library as large as NLS would require - Cataloguing, 

OPACS links to OGLC, Circulation, Serials and other modules.

The ftmctionality of the system was fOtmd to be suitable, and in 

March 1987, the contract for the new system was signed with the 

successful vendor chosen - VTLS Inc. Use of the system for 

current cataloguing c01ll11enced in January 1988.-
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NLS is the only British library currently using this software .. 

Training for the operation of the software was done at NLS by 

experts from VTtS, who came to the OK from Virginia, USA .. 

Maintenance is done by a Systems Programner who was also trained 

in this area by VTtS personnel. NLS is visited twice a year by 

experts from VTtS to deal with any major problems and queries 

which the staff cannot handle. Staff from the library are 

currently active in the VTtS European Users' Group, which has 

members from France, Sweden, Finland; Spain and Russia among 

others. This is an independent association of VTLS licence 

holders in Europe." It exists to: 

- provide a forum for all European users to consider 
matters of mutual interests. 

- collect and disseminate information on matters of 
interest to users .. 

- advise VTtS Inc .. of the needs of European users 
for enhancements and software developnents .. 

- promote co-operation between European and other 
users of VTtS software." (12) 

NLS is using the Cataloguing, OPAC and Authority Control modules 

from VTtS, and is in the process of carrying out a retrospective 

conversion of the serials holdings of the library. This 

conversion is expected to be completed before the end of the 

year." The library also has plans to shortly introduce the 

Circulation module to the library.. Staff at the various library 

sites have all expressed satisfaction with the operation of the 

software, and are anxiously awaiting the installation of the 
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updated version - VTLS 92. Staff are currently being trained to 

operate this new version. It has a subject screen which is an 

improvement to the OPAC being used by the patrons.. The library 

has recently inputted the one millionth record on the data base, 

using the cataloguing module. NLS is allowed to utilise the 

following facilities provided through the use of VTLS: 

- links to OGLC - search and down load information easily 

to VTLS system using U .. S. MARC .. 

- All LC records is on optical laser discs which could be 

connected to the computer and also using CD-ROM system 

of LC. 

3 .. 3.3. l.IBRARIPS AT TIlE UNIVERSI'lY OF TIlE WEST INDIES 

The Main library and the Medical Sciences library at the St 

Augustine campus, University of the West Indies, Trinidad and 

Tobago, are also using VTLS Software in areas of Technical 

Services. In an evaluation of the use of this software in 

Collection Management Procedures, staff of both libraries report 

that generally they have found VTLS "quite straightforward to 

use".. They have indicated that the interface with the OPAC 

module in particular is also very easy.- Initially they did 

experience some problems with inputting the field for serials, 

but that they have now mastered this .. 

VTLS allows any user to use any command to a 
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permission matrix set by the system manager and 
switching between functions is also simple.. The OPAC 
has general on-line help together with a 'novice-user' 
mode. Generally we have been satisfied with the 
software in terms of reliability., (13) 

The Acquisitions and Fund Accounting module has not yet been 

implemented at either of the two libraries.' As in the case of 

NLS in Edinburgh, Scotland, the system was installed in both 

libraries at U.W.I. by personnel from VTLS Inc." Virginia .. 

Maintenance and other backup services are done by VTLS whenever 

this is required.. Training of the staff at both libraries was 

also done by VTLS personnel. Staff of the libraries are also 

looking forward to using the updated VTLS-92 shortly .. 

3.3.4. USE OF cm/ISIS AT CARI<nf SJOUrrARIAT 

The Caribbean COIIIIIUI1ity Documentation Centre is a part of the 

Information Services Section in the CARICOM Secretariat. The 

Secretariat which is situated in Georgetown, Guyana, was formed 

by the Treaty of Chaguaramas in 1973 as a movement towards unity 

in the Caribbean. It replaced the Caribbean Free Trade of 

Association (CARIFTA) founded in 1965. 

CDS/ISIS has been used in the Documentation Centre since 1988 to 

develop several databases which include: 

- holdings of the Documentation Centre - 1988 to present; 

- recorda pertaining to the Regionsl ISBN System; 
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- the shelf list of I)oldings of the Documentation Centre; 

- directory of Regional Caribbean Organisations; and 

- select annotated bibliography of documents pertaining 

to Regional Integration.-

The catalogue has been computerised, and an Information 

Retrieval Database compiled from periodical articles and 

reports. A Current Awareness Bulletin is also produced using 

the computerised facilities.. The Documentation Centre began 

using the network version of ISIS (3.0) in 1991 (14)._ 

According to reports the staff at the Documentation Centre have 

found the software useful in the retrieval of data. It is said 

to be very quick and efficient in both respects. However, they 

have also indicated that problems are being encountered in the 

application of the software in the Cataloguing module of 

CDS!ISIS .. 

While it is recognised that the principles as outlined 
in MGR 2 are still to be followed, we have found 
total application of the rules impossible, e .. g.-
(i) Where there is a work of shared author-ship, all 

authors appear in the entry once they have been 
entered in the relevant field .. 

(ii) We can no longer include the statement of 
responsibility since the system does not 
acconmodate this.-

(iii) In recording the descriptors, we have found that 
when these are placed between triangular 
brackets '( )' and used with indexing 
techniques '2' no descriptors were being 
generated. This was discovered when we were 
using the 2.3 version. We have not ascertained 
whether this would still occur with the Network 
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Version. 
(iv) From time to time there have been problems with 

the option "inverted file services" where. due to 
the failure of the "update" option. a full 
inversion became necessary. (15) 

The package is currently being used for recording bibliographic 

data in the Documentation Centre. It is envisaged that it will 

also be used for Accessions and Periodical controls in the near 

future.. Another software which has been developed in house by 

Data Processing unit is being used for Acquisitions. 

The Documentation Centre is using another package ISX/CIRC 

developed by Bibliomatics Inc •• Canada. to control the Loan and 

Return of books, files and other materials. This package is 

written in CDS/PASCAL, using standard functions supported by 

CDS/ISIS. (See Appendix V). 

Maintenance and other technical assistance for CDS/ISIS is 

obtained from within the Secretariat through one of their 

consultants, who has had considerable experience in the 

application of the software, and from U.N. ECLAC - united 

Nations Economic Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean, 

which is the regional institution responsible for the 

distribution of the software and maintenance of the system.-

U.N. ECLAC office is based in Trinidad and Tobago. 
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3 .. 3.5. 

The system chosen is dependent on the requirement criteria of 

the library. These are discussed in detail in chapter 4. The 

geographical location of the University of Guyana Library, and 

also the prevailing economic situation of the University, are 

two of the other deciding factors in the choice of a suitable 

system.. (See Appendix IX for details of Automated Requirements 

of the system).c 
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APPLICATION OF aJtPUrERS 'ID mE 1"EUINlCAL S&lVlCES 

llNIVERSI'lY OF GOYANA LIBRARY 

This chapter discusses the actual application of computers to 

the Collection Management Procedures in operation in the 

Technical Services Division at the University of Guyana Library .. 

Areas within the department which are currently proving 

problematic, and how the application of computers can help in 

overcoming these difficulties, will be discussed. 

4.1. AREAS WHERE a:In'lJTER APPLICATION CAN BE OF ASSISTOCE 

As outlined in chapter 2, this department is divided into the 

following sections: 

- Acquisitions Department, which in turn has 

responsibility for these other areas: 

- Gifts and Exchanges; 

- General acquisition and processing of serials for the 

respective Subject Divisions; 
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- Bindery/Preservation. 

- Cataloguing - which processes all the materials for the 

library and maintains the catalogues - shelf list, 

author/title and subject. 

4.2. IIlIl CAN aJIPIJTER APPLICATION HELP 

4.2.1., ACQUISITIONS 

The process of acquiring materials for the library involves 

several functions and decisions which relate to the type of 

items to be added to the stock. 

As James E Rush points out, "for an academic library, decisions 

are based on curriculum, faculty and student needs, book 

reviews, selection cOmmittees, and staff judgement". (l) He 

continues, "some of these functions include Il\Uch work in record 

keeping, invoice processing, accounting, receipt processing, 

claiming of missing items or unfilled orders, returns, fund 

transfer and so on". (2) Many of these functions are carried out 

at the University of Guyana Library manually, and are very 

tedious and time consuming. However, as Rush indicates, "they 

are quite amenable to computer application". 
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The acquisition section which can be described as the miniature 

finance department, has all its relevant files stored in large 

cabinets, catalogue drawers, kalamazoos and card indexes, which 

occupy nruch valuable space. Because of the staffing situation 

in the library, it is difficult to maintain these adequately.' 

Not to be forgotten is the repetitious typing which has to be 

done to produce copies of records for these files. 

4.-2.'2. SAMPLE OF S(Jfg OF 'DIE ~SI'ITON PROI:K1l1~ 

4.2.2 .. 1. Ordering - Book & Non-Book Materials, Others 

When requests are received from the subject divisions and 

faculties, they are checked against the library catalogues, on 

order and in process files to determine their status.-

The suggestion order slips are checked initially in Books in 

Print to verify that the item is still in print, the 

bibliographic information contained on the slip is correct, 'and 

also to get an idea of the cost of the item for budgetary 

purposes.' 

These checks are necessary to avoid unnecessary duplication of 

orders. The checked suggestion order slips are then passed in 

batches to the typist. Order numbers are assigned to each order 

by the typist, who also makes a record of each order being sent 

off to the supplier in the On Order Book. The On Order Book 
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contains information thus - date order is typed, order number, 

vendor, and the signature of the typist.. The order is number 

made up in the following way: 

LIB 92/08/1-50, explained thus -

LIB - meaning Library; 

92 - the year in which it is being typed; 

08 - the month; 

1-50 - the number of items being ordered. 

The checking of the suggestion order slips and the completed 

orders are done by the Assistant Librarian in charge of book 

orders or the Senior Library Assistant. 

Each order is signed by the Assistant Librarian in charge on 

behalf of the University Librarian. The file containing all 

orders is then sent to the University Librarian who makes the 

final check and gives consent for them to be despatched to the 

respective vendors. 

For each batch of orders typed and despatched to the vendor 

slips are prepared and placed in the on order file, to await the 

arrival of the items ordered. 

The application of computers to the manual procedures of the 

acquisition section, can help in alleviating many of the 

repetitive tasks like typing and filing. It can also assist in 

the storage and easy retrieval of information, thus eliminating 
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the need for the present bulky filing cabinets and catalogue 

trays .. 

Commenting on the application of computers to the acquisitions 

processes, Ian Lovecy says "computerisation of acquisitions has 

largely been driven by two aims: more efficient, quicker, and 

less staff intensive ordering and accessioning procedures; and 

the desire to reduce keyboarding by entering a record into the 

aystem at the earliest possible moment" .. (3) 

4.2.2.-2. Receiving 

On the receipt of books, the invoices are checked against the 

slips in the order file. Books are also matched with their 

respective slips and then accessioned and ownership stamp put on 

each item. The books, together with a copy of the accession 

slip is then sent to the cataloguing section for further 

processing. The invoice is then sent to the Bursary for payment 

through the Library Accounts Clerk, who keeps a check of the 

status of funds being spent. 

4.2.2.3. Gifts and Exchanges 

nus section is concerned with the acquisition and exchange of 

materials, both book and non-book, in the form of gifts. Legal 

deposit materials are also dealt with in this section of 

acquisitions.- This programme entails quite a lot of record 

keeping, maintaining files of exchange partners both locally and 
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overseas, statistics of items received and sent out on exchange, 

compilation of lists of items received and those available for 

exchange.. Responsibility for the day-to-day operation of this 

progranrne is that of a Senior Library Assistant., 

Computer application in this module will assist in the 

compilation of the lists of items received and those available 

for exchange.. At the moment this task is not easy to perform 

and is somewhat neglected., The maintenance of statistics and 

other recorda pertaining to this operation can be more easily 

stored and retrieved from the computer., It will eliminate the 

present need for filing cabinets and files in the department.' 

4.2.2.4., Serials Control 

The acquisition, sorting, recording and general processing of 

all serial material is done in the Acquisitions Section .. 

Requests for new serials is usually done by the Subject Division 

Librarians in conjunction with the teaching staff of the 

University.. It should be noted here that the library's 

collections are arranged according to subject divisions -

Humanities and &!ucation; Social Sciences and Science and 

Technology .. 

The suggestion sUps are checked in Ulrichs Periodical List for 

full bibliographical information, on order and in process files, 

and also the serials collection before any typing is done.' When 

the order has been typed, it is verified by the Assistant 
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Librarian in charge of Serials, and then sent to the University 

Librarian for final vetting, before being sent off to the 

respective vendors .. 

4.2.'2.5. Receiving 

On receipt of the titles, they are checked against the invoices, 

on order slips, and entered in the Kalamazoo record file.' 

Ownership stamps are placed on each item, and then they are sent 

to the respective subject divisions. Problems which arise in 

the processing of serials are difficult to keep track of in a 

manual system.. Some of these are the changes in title and in 

some cases mergers, changes in publishers, changes in frequency, 

items which do not arrive on time, thus making claiming for them 

difficult. 

These problem areas can be adequately dealt with in the serial 

module of an automation system. Many of the systems have 

provisions for this, and an example of this will be given in a 

later section of this chapter .. 

4.,2.'2.6., Bindery/Preservation 

Traditionally. this area is attached to the Serials section.' 

However, at the University of Guyana Library it is under the 

supervision of the Head of Acquisitions Department, in the 

absence of a Master Binder or an Assistant Librarian who has 

been specially trained to take charge of this unit .. 
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This section is responsible for repairing and preserving all 

material in the library, and occasionally, from the university 

conmunity. The bindery/preservation processes are all done 

manually. This includes the maintenance of statistics of 

itemssent to and returned from the bindery, as well as the 

actual processes of binding and preservation. 

In the case of the Bindery/Preservation processes, the 

application of computers can assist in tracking items sent to 

and returned from this area.' It can also be used to make 

statistical evaluations of this area for future performance 

measurement, as part of the overall collection management 

procedures. 

4.2.3. SAMPLE OF CATAI.OGUIt«; PROCEIllRES 

The cataloguing section has full responsibility for the 

cataloguing and classification of all material housed in the 

University of Guyana Library. 

Items are received in the section, sorted alphabetically by 

author or title and shelved in a temporary area to await 

processing., Those items which contain (C.I.P) Cataloguing in 

Process information are handled by Senior Library Assistants and 

Library Assistants of a senior grade. Those materials requiring 

original cataloguing and also those of a more difficult nature 

are handled by the senior professional staff.' 
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All cataloguing and classification is checked by the Chief 

Cataloguer or the most senior librarian so assigned.- Items are 

catalogued according to library of Congress classification, and 

appropriate call numbers so assigned, as well as subject 

headings found for each item.. Checks are also made in the shelf 

list catalogue to verify if the call rrumber has already been 

used, and the necessary adjustments will be made.. A check is 

also made in the subject headings catalogue to verify if the 

headings have been used and here again adjustments are made.' 

These verifications are done before the cataloguing sheets are 

handed to the typist for the master to be typed .. 

After the master has been typed, it is checked for correctness, 

and then passed to the attendant operating the mimeograph 

machine for the cards to be run off.. These cards are checked by 

the S.LA, and then each typist is given a batch to type on the 

various headings.. These are checked once more, and then sorted 

for filing in the catalogues. While the masters are being 

typed, and cards processed, the books or non-book materials are 

also being processed for shelving in the reading rooms.. The 

materials are lettered appropriately and if they are for the 

open access shelves, date due labels are pasted in .. 

If, on the other hand they are for the Caribbean Research 

library CC.R.-L), the serials section, United Nations CU .. N) 
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collection, or any of the other closed access areas, they are 

routed to those sections for shelving .. 

4.·2.3.1.· Sample of Problems in the Cataloguing Section 

The above process is ideally how things should be, but, 

unfortunately, due to a number of factors, they are not 

operating as such.· The major problem facing the section is one 

of staffing.. There is not enough staff in the section to carry 

out the processes consistently and quickly.- This results in 

frequent backlogs of work in the section .. 

The other problems facing the cataloguing section are shortage 

of stationery; erratic electriCity supply which interferes with 

the typing of the masters and the production of the cards on the 

mimeograph machine; shortage of catalogue cards - these are 

usually bought from overseas, since the locally produced cards 

are not compatible with the mimeograph machine; and outdated 

cataloguing and classification tools, among others .. 

Because of the staffing situation, there are not enough S.L-As 

to supervise the filing of cards in the various catalogues, and 

this results in many errors of mis-filing going undetected .. 

Mis-filing most naturally leads to valuable materials going 

"missing" on the shelves .. 
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The introduction of computers to the cataloguing section can 

show considerable improvement and savings in staff time, reduce 

the repetition, reduce the number of files now existing and 

still allow for ,effective retrieval of library materials. It 

will also reduce the amount of space currently occupied by the 

catalogues in the Reading Rooms. It can also help in the 

reorganisation of the author/title and subject catalogues, which 

are used by the patrons to find materials housed in the Reading 

Rooms of the library.. As mentioned above, the state of these 

catalogues leaves much to be desired.. The reorganisation of the 

catalogues will take the form of OPACS, a spin off of the 

cataloguing section of technical services, situated in the 

Circulation Department .. 

The OPAC facility will replace the present card catalogues and 

the tedious system of filing these cards. There will be no need 

for someone to check catalogues as such, since this will be done 

initially when data for an item is being inputted from the 

acquisitions process, and then modified during the cataloguing 

and' classification processes.. More details will be given later 

in the section highlighting features applicable to collection 

management procedures (technical services). 

As regards the erratic power supply, a request was once made by 

the University Administration for the institution to be put on a 
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special supply line by the Electricity Corporation.. This was 

done, but there seems to have been a deviation somewhere along 

the line, because the situation has since become worse.' 

Recoomendationshave been made for a stand-by generator to be 

bought and installed near the library to remedy this situation. 

It is hoped that with the introduction of computers to the 

library and the setting up of a Learning Resource Centre with 

modern teaching technologies, this recommendation will be acted 

on by the University Administration .. 

4.3. C<ItP!lTER APPLICATION 1'0 TEDlNICAL SERVICES 

Clearly anything which reduces the manual labour of writing up 

duplicate copies of suggestion request slips; typing of orders, 

masters and catalogue cards; filing cards and slips; and so on 

is likely to improve the present situation in the University of 

Guyana library.. As indicated in chapter 3, there are computer 

systems which apply themselves very well to these situations .. 

4 .. 3.1. FUK1lIER SAMPLES OF SYS'1»f) 

Rush in' his article Library Automation Systems and Networks 

describes what he calls a "home-grown" or local system. These 

"home-grown" systems have been developed I in hoUse I by companies 
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and in some instances Universities.. One such is VTLS - Virginia 

Tech Library System. VTLS was developed by the Virginia 

Polytechnic Institute and State University (Virginia Tech) 

Library, in Blacksburg, Virginia, USA, on a stand-alone 

minicomputer., It was initially designed to handle two problem 

areas within the Polytechnic and the Universities - circulation 

and catalogue access (public access) .. 

Manual circulation had become an intolerable burden 
by the mid-1970s and automation was looked to for 
relief.. Also, the main library is organised into 
subject divisions, each occupy one floor of the 
building. For these and other reasons, it was 
decided that on-line system would best serve the 
library's needs, and VTLS (Rele~ll) was therefore 
developed and installed in 1976.' 

VTLS was developed for the Hewlett-Packard (HP) 3000 

minicomputer, and employs HP's base management system (DBMS) 

Image/300, standard operating system (MPE/3OOO), and COBOL for 

applications software. This VTLS software has now been 

developed into a full functioning integrated local automation 

system for libraries .. 

'This system along with others described in chapter three, all 

have features which can be applied to the procedures in 

operation in the Technical Service Department of the University 

of Guyans .. 
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4 .. 3.2 .. SIS'tJlH PROFILE OF V1I.S 

The operational characteristics of VTLS software is written in 

COBOL, uses Hewlett-Packard' s IMAGE, a database management 

system to achieve data integration.. QUERY, an online inquiry 

package is used for diagnostics and ad hoc reporting.. VTL'3 runs 

on both the classic Hewlett-Packard mini-computer and the new 

Spectrum series .. Hewlett-Packard's new RISC architecture 

provides a state of the art operating environment and improved 

performance .' 

Hardware: Hewlett-Packard HP/3000 line 

Operating Systems: MPE, MPE/XL 

Minimum Memory: 4Mb main memory.' 

VTLS provides services for automating cataloguing, 
authority control, online catalogue searching and 
retrieval (including keyword searching with full 
Boolean operations), serials control, Circulation, 
reserve collection control, closed stacks, material 
retrieval, and statistical management reporting .. 
Acquisitions and fund accounting was released in 
January 1989. It is ftmctionally designed around 
MARC bibliographic record, and is routinely updated 
to incorporate new and modified national standards 
for library data .. (5) 

Deborah Hall McGrath and Carl R Lee in their article ~ 

Virginia Tech library System (VTLS) quotes the licencing cost of 

this software in 1989 as being in the vicinity of between 

$35,000 - 95,000 (US), and maintenance cost as $9,200 - 18,000 

(US) depending upon the size of machine.' 
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4.,3.,3., 

Another system Wich has been developed to suit the needs of 

libraries, and has features applicable to the collection 

management procedures is GDS/ISIS - Computerised Documentation 

Systems/Integrated Set of Information Systems software package 

developed by UNESCO. This package is available free of charge 

to non-profit organisations in member states. 

Alan Hopkinson in his evaluation of the software says: 

The GDS/ISIS package for microcomputers has 
concentrated mostly on the requirements of 
information retrieval, though it could be used for 
other library functions such as ordering, 
acquisitions and loans, such is the flexibility of 
the system. The system runs on an IBM AT with 256k 
RAM, 8086/80286 CPU minimum of 20Mb hard disk. It 
can support a maximum of 32,000 records in a 
database., The only limit to the number of databases 
is the storage capacity of the hard disks on the 
computer. ( 6 ) 

Hopkinson further states of the software: 

The database can accorrmodate up to 256 data elements 
Wich can be labelled from 1 to 999 and could 
therefore host a format such as UK MARC or UNIMARCo' 
There is no special provision for the indicators 
found in MARC, but they could in fact be entered as 
the first two characters of each field as in the ISO 
2709 exchange tape specifications (ISO 2709 is the 
international standard on Wich the structure of the 
MARC record as it is found on the exchange tape is 
based). (7) 

The system is not "ready to run" like most other systems. The 

database design has to be done first before input screens and 
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output formats are designed... It comes with a demonstration 

database consisting of records of documents from the UNESCO 

Library. Databases can be designed using this demo as a model.-

4.3.-4.' System Profile of CDS!ISIS 

The basic features of the micro-version of CDS/ISIS are: 

a generalised database management system for an unlimited 

number of databases; 

designed for the storage and retrieval of variable length 

textual information; 

written in PASCAL for IBM compatible micro-computers with 

a mininrum 512k RAM and a hard disk; 

menu-driven, interactive and multi-lingual; 

implemented in many different countries and in many 

different languages (English, French, German, Hungarian, 

Spanish) ; 

of a non-relational simple single master architecture .. 

However, even though CDS/ISIS software has features to be used 

in areas of the library, they are not altogether easy to use .. 

The cataloguing module is difficult to use with AACR 2 of the 

Library of Congress classification system. This is highlighted 

in the evaluation of the system by staff of the CARICOM 

Documentation Centre in Guyana .. (See chapter 3 for details) .. 
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In the case of VTLS, this software has been tried and proven to 

be very successful in many libraries.. This package is being 

used in libraries in the West Indies - University of the West 

Indies, Trinidad and Tobago; Edinburgh - National Library of 

Scotland; Finland; France; among others.. Reports from these 

libraries all indicate that they are quite satisfied with the· 

interface they get from using VTLS.. (See chapter 3 for 

evalustion COImDents from NLS, Scotland and U .. W .. I Trinidad and 

Tobago).· 

4.4. SAMPLE OF FEATURES OF Vl'lS WHICH CAN BE APPLIED IN 

TEDINICAL SERVICES - U.-G .. L .. 

VTLS Integrated Library System offers fast, easy and reliable 

methods for performing daily library activities, whether these 

are manual or a collection of disjointed automated systems. The 

system can operate as a stand-alone system or as an addition to 

another system. Outlined below are some of the features which 

can be applied to the Technical Service Department procedures at 

the University of Guyana Library .. 
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4.4.1. FEAmRES OF TBII: ~SITIONS AND POND AaXJlJNTII'I; SiStJ!H 

(AFAS) include: 

* Orders Bibliographic fields in the order record 

automatically filled by linking it to a bibliographic record. 

Eighteen order types - including prepaid, blanket, continuing 

(subscription), and standing orders - are accOJlJllOdated by the 

system. Vendor and account information for the order is 

provided by linking the order record to the appropriate vendor 

and account records. 

* Subscriptions - The AFAS provides subscription ordering 

and renewal functions for VTLS. (Serials check-in is provided 

by the Serials Control Subsystem). Subscription orders include 

a subscription expiration date that enables the system to 

generate a renewal alert for all subscriptions due to expire in 

a specified period of time.' 

* Cancellations - Full order cancellation capability are 

provided. When orders are cancelled, the system automatically 

generates cancellation notices and updates fund account records., 

* Claims - When an order does not arrive by the expected 

receipt date, the AFAS automatically qualifies the order for 

claiming. The system generates listings of items that qualify 
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for claiming, allows order due dates to be changed, and prints 

claim notices~ When claims are issued, the system automatically 

records the claim in the order record .. 

* Fund Accounting - The AFAS allows each library to set up 

multi-level fund account structure to reflect the library's 

budget and accounting practices. Individual accOtmts can be 

established for different budget groups and for departments 

within each budget group. Authorised persormel can transfer 

funds between accounts and add or delete funds. The system 

maintains records of encumbrances and expenditures, immediately 

updating account records online to reflect orders and payments 

as they are entered .. 

* Online Help - The AFAS provides context sensitive help 

screens that the library can modify to provide instructions for 

data entry or descriptions of library policy for acquisitions 

and accounting functions. 

* Pre-Formatted Reports - The AFAS generates a: variety of 

reports, including reports on vendor performance, accounting, 

orders and invoices/credit memos.' 

Preformatted reports provided include: 

Vendor Performance 

Accounts Surrmary 
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Accmmt Details 

Audit Trail (by Accmmt) 

Expiring Continuing Orders 

Orders to be Claimed 

Orders Placed (by Vendor) 

Orders Placed (by Accmmt) 

Payable Invoices (by Vendor) 

All Invoices (by Vendor) .. 

4.4.2. ONLINE POBUC Aa;ESS CATAl..(X; 

The VTLS Online Public Access Catalog provides easy access to 

current bibliographic, item, holdings, and status information 

about the library's collection. 

Users can access the OPAC with any of four different user 

interfaces.. Each of these interfaces provides different 

capabilities to suit the needs of different users, from novice 

to most advanced. Every VTLS system provides menu-m:iven and 

comnand-m:iven user interfaces, which can be used 

interchangeably from any terminal. 

(See section 4.-2.3 .. 1 for explanations on how the introduction of 

this facility can be useful). 

* 
use 

Menu-Driven Searching - VTLS provides a complete, easy to 

menu-driven search system that includes author, title, 
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subject, call number, keyword, Boolean, reserve course, and 

reserve instructor searches.. VTLS menu-driven search screens 

provide instructions for searching and examples of searches to 

assist novice users. Users can access menu-driven searching by 

entering a simple cOlDlla11d .. 

* Comnand-Driven Searching - VTLS provides simple mnemonic 

search cOImDaIlds that allow direct access to records without 

passing through menus of search options. 

Search cOImDaIlds can be entered from any point in the system, 

even from search menus.' VTLS allows users to combine the ease 

of use offered by menu-driven searching with the power and 

flexibility of c01lllland-driven searching .. 

Within the OPAC catalog, there are other features such as 

Cataloguing; Authority Control; Serials Control; Status 

Monitoring; Reserve Room Control; Reporting and Collection 

Management; and Parameters and LIbrary Profiling .. 

4.4.3. FEA1'URF.S OF TIlE CATAI..OGJnC SlJ1lSYS'l»f nIAllDE: 

* Standards - VTLS conforms to all accepted cataloguing 

standards, including the US MARC bibliographic and authority 

formats and US MARC Format for Holdings and Locations.' The 

system includes input and translation capabilities to support a 
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variety of languages and AUSMARC, UKMARC, FINMARC, UBRIS MARC, 

and MALMARC formats.' 

* Original Cataloguing - VTLS provides a simple process for 

original cataloguing of bibliographic, author! ty , and serial 

records. The system prompts for control number and call number .. 

When these have been entered, the system displays an abbreviated 

temporary record.. The system assigns initial fixed field values 

based on library defined defaults.. Variable fields are entered 

individually until the record is complete.. VTLS imposes no 

limit on the length of MARC records. 

* Copy Cataloguing - VTLS facilitates the cataloguing 

process by providing interfaces with OGLC, RUN, WLN and UTLAS .. 

The VTLS-RIM software option allows copy cataloguing from 

Gay10rd's Supercat™ and BiblioFile, and access to OGLC's LS 

Connect™ from any VTLS terminal. These· interfaces allow 

down10ading of MARC bibliographic, authority, and serial records 

from tape, videodisc, and bibliographic utility networks, and 

CD-ROM. With VTLS, one can also copy bibliographic and 

authority records from other libraries in a VTLS network or copy 

records from your own data base to streamline record entry .. 
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4.4.4. FEA1URES OF V'lI.S AImIDRITY lll'tIXOL n«:LlJDE: 

* Author Authority Control - VTLS provides full authority 

control capabilities for author headings in records in the 

bibliographic data base. All author fields, author/title mixed 

fields, and authors used as subjects are managed by VTLS 

Authority Control. 

* Subject Authority Control - VTtS provides full authority 

control capabilities for subject headings in records in the 

bibliographic data base. All subject fields, authors used as 

subjects, and titles used as subjects are managed by VTtS 

Authority Control.-

* Title Authority control - VTLS provides full authority 

control capabilities for title, series title, and serial title 

headings in records in the bibliographic data base.. All title 

fields, and titles used as subjects are managed by VTLS 

Authority Control. 

* See and See Also References - VTLS Authority Control 

provides automatic See and See Also references. These 

references appear when a user makes a search for an author, 

title, or subject that is related to other headings in the 

authority file. 
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* Broader/Narrower Guidance - VTlS supports the entry of 

broader and narrower terms in subject authority records to 

provide broader/narrower guidance in the OPAC.. The system 

displays broader and narrower headings in addition to qualifying 

records when an OPAC search is made.. (For examples of these 

screens see Appendix VI) .. 

4.4.5 .. 

The VTLS Serials Control Subsystem provides fully automated 

check-in, claiming, and cataloguing functions for serials.. VTLS 

uses the US MARC Formst for holdings and Locations to provide 

truly automatic anticipation of next issues without requiring 

manual entry of expected arrival dates for each issue .. 

Features of tbe Serials Control Subsystem include: 

* Holdings Record Entry - VTLS Serials Control provides a 

simple method for creating holdings records. A single cOll1llaIld 

entered from the MARC bibliographic screen creates a brief 

holdings record. Holdings informstion is entered on this screen 

and edited online using the editing facilities of the system. 

For initial loading, OGLC local data records can be used to 

generate VTLS holdings records. 
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* Receipts and Check-in of new serials is performed on a 

check-in screen attached to the holdings screen.. The system 

provides for check-in of regular issues and irregular issues or 

supplements. Special notes or instructions can be entered for 

each line of check-in information.' 

* Irregular Serials - The Serials Control Subsystem provides 

check-in management for irregular serials by allowing marrual 

entry of received issues., The system can be set to generate 

periodic reminders so that staff may check to see if all 

published issues have been received .. 

* Missing Issues - To facilitate check-in, VTLS provides 

automatic anticipation of issues beyond the next expected issue. 

A skipped issue remains in the system as an expected issue and 

can be checked in when it is received .. 

* Bindery Control - The Serials control Subsystem allows 

entry of binding information for each serial.. Special Status 

Reporting allows the generation of binding alert lists. Serials 

"checked out" to the bindery are assigned a status of "At 

Bindery" • The system also generates reports of items past due 

for return from the bindery for claiming.' 
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VTLS provides management and statistical reporting capabilities 

designed to assist in collection management. Brief online 

statistical reports, automatic batch reports, and stsndard (on

demand) batch reports are provided. Many VTLS reports include 

parameters for modifying the sort of order or limiting the range 

of the report. Editing features of HP and IBM systems allow 

offline reports to be reviewed and edited prior to printing .. 

* Management Reports - VTLS management reports are generated 

in batch.. Some, like the Data Buffer Report, are automatically 

generated as a result of data base updates and report errors or 

problems encountered by the system. Other reports are available 

on demand for circulation and collection management. Most 

reports are parameterised to provide maxinrum flexibility .. 

Libraries can determine the sort order of reports, specific 

content, or designate reporting thresholds.' 

Management Reports geoetated by V'l'LS iDclule: 

Cataloguing Management 

Data Buffer Report 

Items in Data Buffer in a selected State 
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Collection Management 

Circulation Activity 

Items with Outstanding HOlds or Recalls 

Items with Special Status 

Items with Special Status (Age Threshold) 

Patron/Circulation Management 

Blocked Patrons 

Itemised List of Fines 

Items Eligible for Billing 

Items in Circulation to Patrons 

Overdue items 

Patrons by Patron Type 

Patrons with Circulations 

Patrons with fines near Blocking Amount 

Patrons with Overdue Items 

HOld/Recall Management 

Expired HOlds 

Items to be Recalled 

Reserve Room Management 

Reserve Records 

Expired Reserve Items 
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Serials Check-in Management 

Agent Claim Count (Serials) 

Items Eligible for Claiming (Serials) 

Miscellaneous 

Selected Bibliographic and Item Records 

Selected Bibliographic Card Screens 

Selected Holdings Screens 

Selected MARC Record Screens 

* Collection and Use Analysis - VTLS includes standard pre

formatted reports for listing items in collections by titles, 

material format, subject, branch libraries, library locations, 

or any combination of these criteria. In addition, VTLS 

provides statistical reports showing collection use by call 

number range and reports listing the number of times items have 

circulated within a specified period. These reports provide 

useful information for planning library budgets and future 

acquisitions, and assist libraries in making decisions regarding 

the purchase of additional copies and the withdrawal of library 

materials. 
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4.4.7. PARAMJrrERS AND T JJ!RARY PROFII..II«; 

VTLS provides unparalleled flexibility by incl~ a Parameters 

and Library Profiling Subsystem. This subsystem includes over 

3000 parameters that allows libraries to customise the software 

to suit their needs without the assistance of a programner.' 

Parameters are provided for every subsystem.-

Features of the Patauetera and Library ProfiUng Subsystem 

include: 

* Online Access to Parameters - VTLS parameters are accessed 

online with the entry of a command.. Access to the subsystem is 

password protected, preventing unauthorised modification of 

parameters. The subsystem features a nested menu structure to 

facilitate access to specific parameters: the initial menu 

divides the parameters by subsystem or system function and the 

secondary menus list the individual parameters .. 

* Online Modification of Parameters - Although some of the 

paremeters are system switches and settings that are set only 

when the system is installed, most can be modified after the 

system is in operation to reflect changes in library policies or 

to accommodate new needs.. VTLS displays the current parameter 
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setting and provides prompts listing possible parameter setting 

and ccmnand options for executing the modification.' 

4.4.8. a:JST<ImR SERVICE AND (H}}IM; SOPPOitt 

* Installation - VTLS Inc. works with Hewlett Packard or IBM 

to provide complete initial installation services for library 

systems. For each customer, Hewlett Packard or IBM will provide 

site inspection and full installation and testing of the 

hardware and system software. VTLS Inc. provides pre

installation consulting, software installation, initial 

parameter setting, initial record loading, and staff training.' 

* Training - Complete staff training at the customer site is 

a standard part of the installation process of the company.' 

VTLS also offers a variety of training courses at their offices 

throughout the year.' These additional training opportunities 

are useful for training new staff and for providing advanced 

instruction to experienced staff .. 

* Documentation - VTLS Inc. provides comprehensive end-user 

documentation for all library software functions.. Documentation 

updates accompany each new release of the software.. Hewlett 

Packard and IBM provide complete sets of system and system 

software marruals with the purchase of their products .. 
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4.4.9 

From observation and evaluation, the Acquisitions and 

Cataloguing modules outlined above appear to be suitable for 

application to the Collection Management Procedures at the 

University of Guyana Library .. 

This package was observed in operation at the National Library 

of Scotland during a brief visit. The software was found to be 

both user friendly and easy to use.. Positive evaluations have 

also been carried out by the Systems Staff at U .. W.,I (See chapter 

3 - 30'3 .. 3), and by the staff of NLS. 

The cataloguing module will be of great assistance in the 

provision of up-to-date information in cataloguing and 

classification, especially subject headings and see/see also 

references; original and copy cataloguing.. It is important to 

have security for software packages, and this is provided by 

VTLS Inc. for their system. 

As a part of the complete package offered to libraries 

purchasing or contemplating doing so, is a training and 

maintenance feature. The company offers this facility to all 

its customers, and an officer from the head office makes a visit 

to deal with problems which cannot be handled by the staff, who 

has been trained to deal with those areas which might arise. 

Management information is just as important to library 
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operations, and this feature will prove a great assistance to 

the library.. As indicated all record keeping is done marrually 

and entails the use of file cabinets, files and trays to store 

information, and also the use of scarce manpower and time to 

perform such tasks .. 

As a spin off to the cataloguing and authority file modules, the 

provision of OPACS will remove much of the present frustrations 

and problems experienced through the use of author, title and 

subject headings catalogues. This can be seen as a forerunner 

to the introduction of computers to the Circulation Department, 

which is no doubt, envisaged as the next stage in the automation 

of operations at University of Guyana Library .. 
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5.1.' smIfARY 

The problems identified at the university of Guyana Library are 

not unique to this organisation. Similar situations exist in 

other academic institutions and libraries the world over.· 

The problems of scarce ftmds with which to buy books and other 

materials for libraries and bookshops; machinery; shortage of 

staff at all levels; offering attractive salaries to the staff; 

providing stationery; erecting new buildings to cope with the 

space problem; to name a few, are all based on the economic 

situation facing both the developed and developing countries.' 

In the case of the University of Guyana Library and the 

University as a whole, this institution has been seriously 

affected by the economic recession which hit Guyana during the 

mid 1970s.. The University has not been in a position to attract 

the calibre of staff needed because of unattractive salaries and 

fringe benefits.. This negative factor has and is still having 

an effect ·on the institUtion, espeCially the Library which is 
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expected to offer a quality service to the University community 

regardless .. 

Jermifer Jackson, (1980) discusses this problem in her 

dissertation at great length., 

The problem seems to be that the salaries and 
conditions of service in areas outside of 
librarianship are much better, and subject 
specialists are often not attracted to a career in 
Librarianship, or leave when better positions 
elsewhere are available.' (1) 

She further points out, "there is difficulty also in recruiting 

staff for those areas of Librarianship which demand technical 

expertise, areas such as cataloguing and classification.' 

Perhaps if library assistants and other library staff could be 

satisfied with the remuneration they received, it would in some 

means compensate for the less than satisfactory conditions of 

work.," (2) 

Hence, the proposal to introduce automation to the University 

Library is seen as a means of coming to grips with the problems 

of staff shortage and the limited space available, even if this 

is on a limited scale., This step will help tremendously, 

because of the kind of tasks the computer will be expected to 

perform, as outlined in chapters 3 and 4. Most important of 

all, computerisation will free staff both at the senior and 
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junior levels to operate in other areas of the library where 

their skills are more urgently needed.. (See Appendices I and II 

on staffing and Appendix VII - Floor Plan, which gives some idea 

of the space situation in U.G., Library)., 

For example, the senior professional staff will be in a position 

to address their minds to doing nruch needed research in their 

discipline which, sadly they are not in a position to do now, 

because of having to perform duties which should be done by the 

junior staff members - working at the Issue Desk in Circulation; 

typing masters and cards, correspondence, bibliographic lists, 

and other tasks.. They will be able to operate as professionals, 

as supervisors and trainers. The juniors and the other para

professional staff can then properly take over those tasks which 

fall within their job descriptions. The library will be in a 

better position to provide a higher quality of service to the 

University cOl1JllUIlity., 

5.1.,1.' CHOICE OF SOF1WARE 

Based on the evaluations of the software packsges it is evident 

that VTLS is more suited for application to areas of the 

Technical Services, at the University of Guyana Library. This 

system has modules which have been applied successfully in other 

libraries. (See chapter 4) .. 
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The same cannot be said for CDS/ISIS.- There are some modules 

within the system which are not yet fully developed. The 

cataloguing module falls into this category as indicated by the 

evaluation of the software by the staff at the CARICOM 

Documentation Centre. The system is not "ready to rtm" like 

other systems (Janke)(l), and if the library wishing to use it 

does not have the necessary expertise readily available within 

their organisation or home country, then it would be impossible 

and expensive to implement. 

The mini-micro CDS/ISIS manual on version 2.3.. is also very 

complicated and difficult to 1IDderstand .. Libraries using 

Library of Congress classification are finding it difficult to 

apply using this software as indicated by the staff of CARICOM 

Documentation Centre.- The system is not altogether "user 

friendly", and much modification will have to be done altering 

the system to suit the needs of the particular library. This 

operation can be very expensive for organisations with limited 

budgets and staff. 

However, VTLS is less complicated and easier to use.. Anyone can 

follow the instructions in the literature and the Demo supplied 

by VTLS Inc .. , and apply them to the relevant area of their 

library.' It is also important to note that backup maintenance 

is readily available for the system from VTLS Inc.-, Virginia, 

USA.. The University of Guyana Library certainly cannot cope 
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with these cataloguing and other problems which exist in the 

operation of the CDS/ISIS software.- As indicated above, the 

Library has staff, financial and other problems, and would be 

better off using a system which offers consistent maintenance 

and other ready assistance in any area of operation, and also 

which is simple to use and tmderstand .. 

An tmdisclosed sum of money has been allocated by I .. D.-B. -

Inter-American Development Bank to the University for the 

introduction of automation to the Library.- A part of the 

funding is being spent in the construction of a building to 

house the Learning Resource Centre, which will be managed by the 

Library.. The LRC will have a range of technology including 

OHPs, computers, and other electronic aids to be used by the 

Library and other Faculties and Departments on the campus.. It 

is envisaged that the on-line computer link and other important 

basic equipment will be sited in the LRC, since there is not 

enough space within the existing Library building to house same .. 

This equipment and other infrastructure needed for the proposed 

automation of the Library will be provided through the technical 

assistance and funding provided by the IDB .. 
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In order to make this improved service a reality with the 

introduction of automation to the Library, the University 

Administration, in conjunction with the Administration of the 

Library, nrust put certain systems in place .. 

It is reconrnended that the proposed automation be done in 

phases, and not altogether. This would give the staff in the 

library and the users time to make a configuration of the system 

in operation, and also to plan for the next phase properly. 

Phase One of the project should take in the Technical Services 

and the procedures in this section, since this area is very 

crucial to the operations of the entire library. The 

acquisition and processing of materials for use by the patrons 

of the library take place in this section, and as such should be 

treated as a priority .. 

Phase 2 could take in the automation of Circulation and all the 

manual procedures in operation at the moment.. Introduction of 

automation here should cater for conversion of systems such as 

filing of issues; borrowing and returning of by the patrons; 

registration of users in tyhe library; catalogue of holdings in 

Reserve Collection; management information - generation of 
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statistics, trapping of overdues and fines; in short, all 

circulation-related tasks .. 

Phase 3 will deal with other areas in the library, especially 

Caribbean Research Library (C.R .. L), which is important to the 

library because it houses all materials on Guyana and the 

Caribbean - both historical and current which are used for 

ongoing research .. 

It is difficult to project dates for each completion phase, 

since the whole project depends heavily on the financial 

situation at the University, and also if overseas funding can be 

attracted. The completion also depends on a number of other 

factors which will be dealt with in the recommendations required 

later in this chapter. (See Flow Chart of proposed automation 

at U.G .. L. Library on next page) .. 

5.3.'~ 

Some of the requirements needed to make the introduction of 

computers to the Technical Service Procedures successful include 

the following: 
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1. A stable supply of electricity, in the absence of which, a 

stand by generator should be in place .. 

2. Having a reliable telecOllll1Ullication link system in 

operation,. especially for the online automation project 

which would allow for access to external sources of 

bibliographical recorda .. 

3. Adequate trained staff to marm the system .. 

4. Key element in the successful implementation of any system 

is people.. Consideration should be given to the people 

who utilise the output of the system.. Hence, ongoing 

training for the staff at all levels should be one of the 

priorities during implementation.. Training should be 

ongoing for the operators of the system, and education for 

the users. 

5. Computers should be housed in air-conditioned environment 

with a steady flow of temperature .. 

6. More micros should be acquired.· 

7. Offering attractive incentives in the form of better 

salaries, improved working conditions to the staff in the 

employ of the University .. 

To further reinforce the recommendation made by the IDB 

Consultant, it is further suggested that the Acquisitions and 

Cataloguing departments be integrated and managed as a single 

unit under a Head of Technical Services. Such a merger is in 
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operation at the National. Library of Scotland, and is 

ftmctioning quite well.' This merger will also save on operation 

costs, especially with the introduction of computers to the 

section, where the initial entry of dta on materials can also be 

used in the cataloguing processes, and finally on the OPACS. 

(See Appendix VIII for Sunmary of !DB Consultant's 

Recomnendations) .' 
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APPENDIX IT 

BREAKDOIlR OF STAFF IN TmlNICAL SEKVIC~ 

DEPAR'.l!Imr 
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~~ DEPAH'I'MIiBr 
Number of Senior Staff members - 1 
Number of Junior Staff members - 7 

Total '] 
No. of Books per student - I-book for every 20 students 

Procecfm ea - See photocopied material attached .. 

CATATtxm}I; DEPAH'I'MIiBr 
Staffing 

Number of Senior Staff members - 2 
Number of S.L .. A. - 2 
Number of L.A .. I! - 2 
Number of LA.I - 1 
Number of' Attendants - \ 
Number of Typists - 0 

Process TimiPcf 
Adde Copy (same edition)2 
CIP Cataloguing 
Original Cataloguing 

- 20 minutes3 
- 20 .. 
_ 3S n 

1.. Work being done temporarily by (1) one attendant and (2) 
two clerks assigned to the Department (temporarily). 

2. Added copies of a new edition/Publisher will demand a new 
catalogue entry. 

3. Timing is not consistent as the production is affected by 
a number of variables: manpower, stationery, power-supply 
etc. 
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APPmDIX III 

BREAKDOWN OF STAFF IN TlDlNICAL SERVICES DEPAlITHI!Nr 
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l!IlEAKIlORN OF T !BRARY BllOOE'f 

, Allocation of funds for purchasing materials as follows: 

1989/90 

Books, films, etc.' 
$144,000 (G$) 

Periodicals -
$172,800 (current) 

Back Issues -$60,000 

Binding & Preservation Material 
$52,740 

1990/91 

* $25,000 

$6,000 

** $6,000 

***$10,000 

* Reduced allocation on accOtmt of arrival of IDB books. 

** Reduced allocation because of !DB funds mate~ial. 

*** Bindery material reduced as a consequence of !DB funding. 

Figures extracted from estimates of recurrent expenditure for the 
year 1990/91., 
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APPENDIX IV 

MANUAL PROCEIllRES OF 1J'OINICAL SERVICES 
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APPmmIX IV 
Acquisitiona Deoartment - General Ordering Procedures 

1.- When publishers' catalogues, blurbs, etc.-, arrive in the 
library, general catalogues are filed in the boxes 
available for such, while the blurbs, etc. are sorted 
according to subject divisions and passed to the 
respective Subject Librarians. 

2. The Subject Librarians will then despatch these to the 
respective Faculties. 

3. Later, when Subject Librarians receive filled request 
forms, signed by Heads of Departments, they will pass 
these to the Acquisitiona Department.- All requests 
should- be passed along with the blurb, catalogues, etc., 
from which the bibliographic information was extracted.-

4. Request forms are filed in the request trays, these are 
later checked against the library's catalogues, the on 
order tray, the in process and the missing list, in order 
to avoid unnecessary duplication of ordered, or 
purchasing of material which is already in stock .. 
Priority items are processed immediately. 

In cases where the book is already in stock, on order, or 
in process, this information is added to the request form 
and returned to the Subject Librarian, who will forward 
it to the respective Heads of Department. 

Additional copies of a book may be purchased depending on 
the nature of a book, and its demand. The policy of the 
library is to provide five copies of a title to every 
forty students. 

5. Requests are then placed in batches according to place of 
publication (usually US or Great Britain), and Faculties 
(and Departments within Faculties). 

6. Local purchases are then made. (See separate Flow 
Chart) • 

7. Order numbers are then determined. This is done by the 
following method:-
(a) A batch of slips for a department is extracted from 
the request tray. In cases where the Faculty is not 
departmentalised, the Faculty's requests are extracted. 
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(b) If this is the first order of 1990, and it has 20· 
items, it will be allotted the following order number:
LIB 1/90/1-20 
i.e. LIB - a library order 

90 - ordered during 1990 
1-20 - items listed 1-20 .. 

8. The order number, origin of order, date of order, and the 
vendor is then recorded in the 'On Order Book'. 

9. Order forms are then typed in quadruplicate - one each 
for the library files, the Bursary, the Bookdealer, and 
the Department from which the order originated.· 

10. Forms and slips are checked for mistakes, corrected and 
filed· accordingly. 
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UNIVP.RSITY OF GUYANA 

PURCHASE ORDER NO. . ....................... . 

• 
ITEM ISSR· 
NO. TITLE PUBLISHER PRICE 

I 
; 
I 

, 

I 
! 

! 

i 

, 

i 

I 
~ 

: 

• 
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UNIVERSITY OF GUY ANA 

Item 
no. 

No. of 
copies 

Order DO ••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••• Page 

Author and title Publisher Price 
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AU'1'HOrr 
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(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 
(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

TECHNICAL SERVICES DIVISION 
ACQUISITIONS DEPARTMENr 

PROCEDURES RELATING TO ORDERING - SERIALS 

The lecturers, through heads of departments, and senior 
library staff subnit requests for serials .. 
The request slip is checked against selection aids e.g.
Ulrichs for accurate bibliographic information and for 
current subscription rates .. 
A check is made as to the fund available for the 
respective department.. If not available, the request is 
kept in the request file until funds are available .. 
The kalamazoo register and the ' Periodicals on order' 
file are checked in order to avoid duplication of titles .. 
The slips are then sorted into two categories - UK 
publications and USA publications .. 
The orders for UK publications will be placed with 
B.H.Blackwell, London and those for USA publications will 
be placed with Pergamon Press, New York. 
Order fOODS are typed in duplicate, one set for each 
periodical dealer, according to the format (see 
attached) .. 
Order slips for each item on the order are typed, 
according to example (see attached) .. 
Order fOODS are signed by the Assistant Librarian and the 
top copy despatched to book dealers .. 
The duplicate copy is sent to the Accounts clerk for 
recording on the commitment sheet .. 
Duplicate copy is returned to department and filed. 
Order slips are filed alphabetically by title in the 
'Periodicals on order' file. 
From request cards, form letters are sent to heads of 
departments to notify them that the serial title has been 
ordered .. 
On response from the dealer that he can supply, no 
further action is taken until invoice arrives. 
In case of negative reply from book dealer, the on order 
slip is destroyed and alternstive sources tried. Item 
reordered if possible .. 
Where it is not possible to reorder, the requester is 
notified that title is unavailable .. 
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PROCEIlJRE TO C.ATAIOGOE: 

(1) Use the manuscript provided to make an entry of the book. 
(2) Each newly accessioned book (including non-book material) 

should be checked in the Author catalogue to see if a 
previous copy has already been catalogued .. 
A check should also be made in the Catalo~ of books to 
be re-catalogued and the new accessIon T e for other 
tmcatalogued copies of the work., All tmcatalogued copies 
can then be processed at one time .. 
If the copy in hand is a second, third, etc .. copy of the 
work, take out the main catalogue card and shelf list 
card, and give the book and cards that have been 
extracted to the Cataloguing Typist.. She should type the 
accession number(s) of the book on it (one per volume) .. 

(3) Use the National Union Catalogue by LIbrary of Congress 
(NUC) for checking the entry .. 
If no previous copy of the book has been catalogued, note 
its IIIOSt recent copyright dste or original date of 
publication and check for an entry in the relevant year 
of NUC. Check the entry in details for author, title, 
edition, place of publication, a publisher, date of 
publication, pagination, etc. against the copy in hand .. 
The entry may be copied.. Whenever necessary make the 
relevant changes to the entry, especially the ptmctuation 
according to the ISBD(M) rule. 

(4) Check through the British National Bibliography (BNP) or 
Cunrulative Book Index (CBI) or other sources for the 
author's name, if NUC did not give the complete name of 
the author of the book in hand. Put tick on the 
manuscript for the sources which have been used in 
checking the entry concerned .. 

(5) The call number assigned by Library of Congress should be 
checked in the pertinent schedule and if acceptable the 
shelf list should then be checked to see if the number 
has already been used. If' unacceptable, the work should 
be referred to a profeSSional member of staff who will 
give assistance in working out a IIIOre appropriate call 
number .. 
Call number consists of class number and author Cutter 
number. The class number of a book consists of the 
letter and number combination assigned by Library of 
Congress schedule signifying the nature of the subject 
content of the book, e.g. T 253 is the number assigned to 
all works on mechanical and technical drawing; 
Works by different authors on this subject are 
differentiated by the Cutter number which consists of a 
letter signifying the first letter of the author's 
surname, followed by a number worked out from a table and 
dictated by the second letter of the surname (exceptions 
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to this are indicated in the classification schedule)· 
e.g. 

Cutter number for Baker .B3 
" " " Beckles .,B4 
" " "Billings .B5 

See the Table for further details. 
(6) If a Cutter number is duplicated under a particular class 

number, an adjustment will have to be made to fit in with 
the alphabetical sequence of authors. It is suggested to 
Cutterize the next letter to avoid the duplication of 
call numbers .. 
Examples: Baker .B34 

Beckles .B43 
Billings .B56 

Edition of a work is differentiated by adding the date of 
publication to the class number. e.g. T 534 

M3 
1965 

(7) If the book is intended for the Caribbean Research 
LIbrary, this should be indicated by writing clc in front 
of the accession number, and if the book is for Reference 
collection, Ref should be put on the top of the call 
number, on thespine or on the card catalogue. 

(8) Subject headings that have been suggested by Library of 
Congress should be checked in the Subject heading use in 
the dictiona catalo s of the Libra of Co ess 7th 
e .! 19 or the more recent e ition if preferre • 
If a blue tick appears alongside the entry, this means 
that the subject has already been used and is acceptable; 
if it is not marked, the necessary cross checking should 
be done by a professional member of the Cataloguing 
Department to ensure that the term can be used. When 
this decision to use a term is taken, then a blue tick is 
put against the term, by that professional member of the 
staff. 
The necessary cross reference will have to be made for 
the subject catalogue., 

(9) The book and the handwritten entry (on the form provided) 
should then be passed to the Chief Cataloguer for 
checking. 

(10) The Cataloguing Typist then types the master and date due 
label for the book, and writes down the call number in 
pencil on the verso of the title page of the book as well 
as cl c for books gOing to the Caribbean Library and Ref.' 
for books going into the reference stock. Do not type 
the date due labels for books going to Reference 
collection and Caribbean Library and also for the first 
copy of law books, because it should not be allowed for 
loan outside the library building. 
The class number should. then be written on the accession 
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slip, and this slip then should be sent to Acquisition 
Department for filing. 

(11) The masters should then be checked by Chief Cataloguer, 
or the professional member of staff who has been 
appointed to do this job.-
The number of cards to be run off on the Minigraph 
machine should be indicated on the master (on top right 
side). Each entry will need a shelf list card, an author 
card, cards for subject catalogue corresponding with the 
number of subject headings assigned, and a title card 
where indicated. For Caribbean collection books, at 
least three (3) extra cards should be prepared.· One card 
is also needed for the additiona to stock list.. At times 
additional cards are necessary for other purposes e .. g.· 
the Acquisition Department may ask for a set of cards to 
facilitate their work in processing a very large gift .. 

(12) The masters are passed to the Minigraph operator for 
processing, and the books and date due labels are sent to 
the Attendant who will letter (write) the call number on 
the book spine and stick in the date due labels.. It is 
preferable for date due labels to be inserted on the back 
flyleaf of the book rather than at the front .. After the 
cards have been run off, they are checked and sorted by 
the Senior Library Assistant (SLA) in the department and 
then passed to the Typist who is in charge of typing the 
headings on the top of the entry, and the typing must be 
checked by the chief Cataloguer, or the person in charge 
of the department or the person who was appointed by 
him/her. 
The cards should then be separated in order of author, 
title, subject, shelf list cards etc.-, and filed in 
sequence. They should be stamPed clearly on the back to 
show which section of the catalogue they belong to,· 
All cards should then be filed in the catalogue cabinet 
as soon as possible. Filing of cards in the catalogue 
cabinet will be done by the Library Assistants in 
Cataloguing Department.· 

(13) When the lettering of the books has been completed, the 
lettering should be checked by a Library Assistant or 
other person assigned to this duty .. 
The books can then be sent to the Reader Services for 
shelving. It is suggested that before the books are sent 
to the shelves, they should be arranged in order by call 
number.- The transportation of books will be done by 
Library Attendant of lettering. The Caribbean books will 
be sent, along with their cards inserted, to the 
Caribbean Research LIbrary. 
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(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

Materials to be bound must be channelled through 
Acquisitions Department which is responsible for co
ordinating work going to or coming from the Bindery .. 
Work from outside the Library must be sent to the Deputy 
LIbrarian (IBltil the appointment of the SAL Teclmical 
Services) who will vet the work and pass it on to the 
Assistant Librarian (Acquisitions)., 
Any library staff member desirous of having minor work 
done in the Bindery must follow procedure outlined at (2) 
above .. 
Items for the Bindery from CRL, Readers' Services, 
Serials, Acquisitions, and Cataloguing Departments should 
be set aside on shelves clearly labelled 'for Binding' 
within the respective department., 
Items from the office should be sent to the Assistant 
Librarian, Acquisitions with a clSEleted binding slip. 
The staff member who is responsi le in each department 
for items to be sent to the Bindery should ensure that 
these items are ready to be sent to the Bindery.. Each 
item should have a title page (except in special cases, 
e .. g. rare or out of print books), all pages must be in 
correct sequence, positioned in the space created by the 
missing pages; books with loose sections or covers should 
be secured wi th rubber bands; any special instructions' 
should be written on bindery form and placed in the book .. 
(In special instances the Assistant Librarian of the 
respective departments may vary these rules, but in such 
instances an accompanying note must be attached to the 
item.) 
The Library Attendant from Acquisitions Department will 
be responsible for collecting a batch totalling 50 items 
from the Departments.. Paying inmediate attention to 
those items addressed as priorities the Attendant is 
required: 
(a) To write up slips in duplicate for items selected by 
the Department for inclusion in a batch.' 
(b) To assign a number to each item and record the number 
in the Bindery Record Book. 
(c) To hand over duplicate slips to the staff member in 
relevant department responsible for items to be bound., 
(d) To insert the original copy of the slip securely in 
the item to be bound. 
When the Senior Binder indicates to the Assistant 
Librarian, Acquisitions that the Bindery is ready for a 
batch of books, the Senior Binder or his representative 
will be asked to come to the Acquisitions Department to 
advise on or to check the type of binding required for an 
item, he should comrmmicate with the Assistant Librarian, 
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Acquisitions, who will ask the staff member in the 
department concerned to dialogue with the Binder if 
necessary.-

(9) Whenever a batch of 50 books is prepared for transmission 
by the Library Attendant (Acq.) , the Assistant Librarian 
ilc Acq.- will be responsible for the checking of these 
and ensuring that they are packed in a box.· The 
Assistant Librarian will be expected to accompany the 
Library Attendant when he passes the Security Guard.. The 
Security Guard will not normally be expected to examine 
the contents of the box .. 

(10) All items in a batch with the accompanying form will be 
taken to the Bindery to the Senior Binder or in his 
absence to the next most Senior Binder who will Sign or 
in his absence to the next most senior binder who will 
sign for receipt of the material in the Bindery Record 
Book. 

TREAIMI!N'r OF URGENT :rrmf) 

(1) All materials needing urgent attention must be sent 
directly to the Assistant Librarian ilc Acquisitions 
Department. (The 'Binding Requisition' forms for urgent 
treatment are of a PINK COLOUR.. The reasons for urgency 
must be written on the back of these forms .. 

(2) In cases where more than one item is sent to the 
Acquisitions Department for urgent binding, the Assistant 
Librarian ilc Acquisitions Department will be responsible 
for ensuring that the Departments making the requests 
will have agreed on the actual priorities, and will 
indicate these priorities to the Assistant Librarian ilc 
Acquisitions. 

(3) Urgent items should be handled immediately and should be 
returned to the Library as early as possible. 

(4) Assistant Librarian, AcquisitiOns may from time to time 
request through the Senior Binder urgent work to be done 
by a specific binder. 

PROCEIlJRES IN 'l1IE BINDERY 
(1) The senior binder or his representative will Sign for 

each item in each batch on receipt of a batch. 
(2) The senior binder will keep slips for each batch in 

numerical sequence. 
(3) The senior binder (or in his absence, someone specified 

by the Assistant Librarian, ACquisitions Department), 
will allocate work in such a manner as to ensure 
simultaneously completion of a batch.. Priority items 
will be treated first and upon completion of these the 
senior binder will contact the Assistant Librarian, 
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Acquisitions Department so that these can be collected 
inmediately.. Whenever possible, attempts should be made 
to return all priority items together. 

(4) The senior binder will check, then stamp inside the back 
cover, and sign completed work of each binder as a mark 
of approval of work done. Each binder will then sign his 
own name on his work .. 

(5) When a batch is satisfactorily completed and checked in 
the Bindery, the senior binder will contact the Assistant 
Librarian, Acquisitions, so that arrangements could be 
made for the collection of the completed batch, and 
deposit of a new batch .. 

(6) The senior binder must ensure that the library Attendant 
wen collecting materials from the Bindery, indicates 
receipt in his Bindery Record Book of every item returned 
to the Library Attenjdant .. 
The senior binder should indicate reasons when the batch 
of 50 are not completed within the week.' 

PROCEIXlRES ON RImlRN OF HATERTAT,s FROM mE BINDERY 
(l) The Library Attendant, Acquisitions Department, upon 

return to the Library with a completed set of books, will 
contact the Bindery personnel in the department concerned 
so that the work can be checked for quality. If quality 
is unsatisfactory, the item is referred to the Assistant 
Librarian in Acquisitions Department .. 

(2) The Library Attendant, Acquisitions Department, letters 
materials and arranges for preparation of date labels, 
were necessary .. 

(3) The Library Attendant takes material to respective 
departments and ensures that the Bindery slip for each 
item returned is cancelled in his presence .. 

(4) If the departments feel thiit any matter needs re
examination, this will be referred to the Assistant 
Librarian in the Acquisitions Department.-
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Bibliomatics Inc. 
library and Information Systems Consultants 

ISX/CIRC 
Technical specifications 

Version 1..1. 
1.991.-02-02 

/.rhe ,ISX/CIRC system extends the capabilities of ,the CDS/ISIS
:database management system. Through the addition of special 
;programs, menus, messages and worksheets, ISX/CIRC allows libraries 
:'and information centres to control the loan and return of books, • 
,documents or files-- in short, any kind of material that can be 
~borrowed • 
.. ". 
Compatible -

,~~' ISX/CIRC is written in COS/pascal, using standard functions 
':: ',', supported by CDS/ISIS, so that the system will be compatible 
Z' with future versions of CDS/ISIS. 

Flexible 
" Whether you are just starting to build a library database 

using CDS/ISIS, or whether you have already created a database 
describing your library holdings, I,SX/CIRC can help you to 
automate your circulation procedures. ISX/CIRC works with any 

',.,' record structure in existing as well as newly created 
databases. 

'Adaptable 
Values that reflect local decisions (such as database names, 
loan periods, field tags and display formats) can be,easily 
modified by the user to reflect practices and policies of the 

, local library. 

Loan policies 

Holds 

ISX/CIRC supports the loan of different ,types of material to 
different categories of users. Different loan periods can be 
defined for any combination of up to 10 different material 
types and 10 different borrower categories. Loans can'be for 
up to 99 days or for "indefinite" loan, where the due date is 
a date in the future fixed by the library. The library can 
specify a maximum number of items on loan to a patron at any 
one time. Renewals are processed with the sam,e periods as 
original loans. ' 

Holds (sometimes called reserve requests) can be placed for 
patrons on material that is currently out on loan. When the 

,":-'-'- material is r-,!turned to the library, the system alerts the 
staff member checking the item back in that there is a hold; 
staff can charge out the material to the person concerned. A 
number of patrons can place a hold on the same item;' they will 
be served in the order of their holds. 
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ISX/CIRC 1.1 

Overdue notic::es 
Overdue notices or claims are printed for overdue materials 
as required by the library. Notices can be produced either for 
all overdue materials, or for different parts of the 
collection on a regular basis. Notices are printed from 

~_:," ... standard CDS/ISISformats and normally include full patron 
_, .. ' .information for quick and easy mailing. 

Barc::odes 
,,', ,:>. ISX/CIRC uses a unique number to retrieve the record for an 
:(. . individual item such as a copy of a book. The number can be 
"." __ keyed in through the microcomputer keyboard; however if the 
·~.,i· 

,:' .. --; number is on the item in the form of a barcode it can be read 
(t/.".,quickly with a barcode reader such as a light pen or wand • 

...•. -"'.: Similarly ISX/CIRC uses a unique number to identify each 
~i __ ,., patron or. client of a library. If staff cards have a. barcode 
<~.:: " . with this number, it can be en ':ered quickly into the computer 
~~7:':."',with a barcode reader. However Library staff can always enter 
., .. the number directly using the keyboard or search the library 
"'-' 'catalogue or patron database to determine the number required. 

ISX/CIRC will 
equipment and 

. equipment. 

support any IBM.,.compatible barcode reading 
any 'barcode format that can be read by that 

S'tatistics 

: .. ' . 

'ISX/CIRC assists with library management, by capturing 
statistics on the volume of use for each, item and each patron • 

.. . You can tell which users borrowed the greatest or fewest 
number of books in a given period, and which items were 
borrowed the most or the least, allowing you to manage your 
collection more efficiently and to market your services more 
effectively to different groups of clients. 

"ogging , c' 

ISX/CIRC will log transactions to another system device, such 
a~ a prin~er, so that records of all loan and returns are not 
lost, even in the case of the worst system failure. 

~u1 tilingual 
All dialogue with the user, including commands and prompts, 
is stored in CDS/ISIS message files and can be translated into 
other languages as required. Please contact Bibliomatics Inc • 

. ,for information on the availability of a version in the 
language you require. 

)".cumentation 
The ISX/CIRC sjstem comes complete with over 60 pages of 
installation, user and technical documentation. 

-iD6-b, 
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ISX/CIRC 1.1, 

ystem requirements 

f: To use the ISX/CIRC system, you must have: 
-. -.. :' .. ,- . 

::~f~"': 
. :·:;3': ; 

" Mini-micro CDS/ISIS Version 2.32 or later 
: (The' ISIS.EXE file creation date should be 01/02/90 
later) 

or 
?~: .;.~:. "' .", : ... ' 
: ~ ". :. . ','IBM PC, XT" AT" 386 or compatible microcomputer with 

640 K RAM ' 
,r., . . ..... , .. 
.;..~: .. . 

1 floppy disk (5.25" or 3.5") 
1 hard disk 

'I monitor 
1 printer 

iZ~' , You may, also, wish to install an IBM-PC compatible barcode 
'C',' reader (such 'as a 'light pen) ~nd use barcodes to identify 
>"c. ,doc\lments and/or patrons. The use of barcodes and a barcode 
~::~ _" reader is recommended for quick and accurate entry of item 
'" numbers. ' 

; ;. 

If you wish to run the ISX/CIRC program on a VAX minicomputer, 
please contact Bibliomatics Inc. for further informati~n. 

nsta'llation 

While ISX/CIRC is as simple to use as any manual circulation 
system, installation and setup of the ISX/CIRCprogram does 
require some basic knowledge and familiarity with some of the 
technical aspects of the CDS/ISIS software. You should know 
how to define a simple CDSjISlS database; how to create print 
formats using the CDS/ISIS formatting language; how to build 
Field Select Tables for inverted files; and how to enter and 
modify records in a CDS/ISIS database. If you do not 
personally have these skills, we suggest you get someone more 
familiar with CDS/ISIS to assist you with the initial 
installation of the system. Assistance is also available from 
Bibliomatics Inc. " , 

t ,; 

, . 
3 
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7 I 

YOUR LIBF;ARY -

VTLS-89: 

. :; : ~ 

... ~ . 

.,:: 

Copies of Screens ~ere given through the 
kind courtesy of the National Library of 
Scotland, Edinburgh, Scotland. 

- - ViLS -8'3 - HELP SCREEN 

WHAT I', VTLS-89? 

-i~ th~ latest r~l~~'5~ ,'f VTLS .ln~.·$ alJtomat.::d library ~"ftware. 

[ 7 1 ] 

-Offt!:fs an integrated ~y.'tem fe>r academic, public and sp~cial l;brari~~. 
-Feature5 open archi t~cture. 

TYPE: 
72 
73 
74 

FOR: 
VTLS-8~ ~ub~y~tem5 
Special features of VTLS-8i 
Other VTLS pr0duct~ 

------------------------------------------------------OTHER OPTIONS-----
Pre~s <R~turn> to exit Help 
Enter a number for help screen with that numb~r, or 
O. . ......... HELF MENU 
1 .. , .. Menu-driven !~ar~h 

Navi ee 
I) ,51!" r 

.A.dvanced 
Help 

,(OUR l..I8R,o\F,'/ -

Help 
Show 
.';g a i n 

245 

OTHER VTLS PRODUCTS 

(a tal og 
Car ,j 

., .. Any comm~nd ·~r 

C')pie:.s 
;., va; 1 

Ne;·: t 

- HELP SCREEN 

-[rlf·:,;';tation: support::. full t.e~r ... ;rapni.;s ~nd Cr'-qrJ~l'~/ 3')!.lr;,j 

-R~mot~ Interface Manag~r: a~C~~5 t~ ext~rnal data ba5e~ & CD-ROM3 
-["tellig~nt W0rk~tation: @d$y-tO-U3~ front end to 0PAC 
-Netwol'k Ir!t.::-l1 iger'lt Linh: 11rlkin,~ between mi .:rocomputer~ and VTLS-8" 
-C~talogin~ Enhdnc~r: ful1-~cre~n catalaging ~nd editing of MARC r~c0rd~ 
-Cataloging Interfa~~s: transf~r records from utiliti~~ ~nd CD-ROMs 
-Micro-VTLS: mi~rQC0mputer-ba~1d ~utomati~n for smal l~r ':Gl1e.:~i0ns 

-----------------------------------------------------------OPTrONS------
Pr~~5 <Return> to e~i t Help 
Er,t-e-r a nlJmber for h~1 p ser"!"!':") 'Ni th that r'!Jmr-er •• )r 

I), •....•.•.. HELP r1E"NU 
., 

.M~nu-driven ;~ar~h .... Any c~mmand ~r 

N 1'.1'1 ; Ce Advanced '; r. r-:--:-n .:. h ,)W ::~: Catal <)q (vp; • , Ne:<r: 
U!e r Hel p M"!' ; P ~'l·;AI09- r Ca rd ,.0\" e i 1 S cr~e-!': 

c '" v 
·0 .= r 



. -; . 

72 

YOUR liBRAEY - .. VTLS-89 . - HELP SCREEN 

VTLS-99 SUBSYSTEMS 

Online Public Acce~s Cat~log 
KeywQrd S~arching 
(~taloglng 

R~-'Serve- Room 
Statu~ Monitoring 
R~por:irI9 

(72 j 

Cir.:ulation 
AIJthor; ty C':.nt('ol 

Acqyisition~ and Fund Accounting 
Document O.livery 

Ser'ial.s (.::ntrQl Journal Inde~ing 

TYPE: F(i~': 

7.3 
74 

Spec; al rear.rJre:; of VTLS-3'3 
Oth~r VTlS product~ 

................. ------------- .. -.- .. ----- .. ----------OTH5R OPTIONS---·-
Pr~~~ <Return) t~ exit Help 
Errt:.:-r· a nr..:rnb~r for hel p s'::reen '1'1; th that nrJmber, 0'
O. • ..•...... HELP ~lEHU 

1 ..... Menu-driven s.arch 

.ol,dvanc o!;d 
H.,lp 

';cre-~n 

n~ 1 p 
Sh·.,w 
Aga i rr 

243 
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Catalog 
Card 

.... Any command ~~ 

Cop; ~:3 
Avai 1 



73 

YOUR LI3Rft.RY - - - - 'iTLS-8'3 

SPECIAL FEATURES OF VTLS-S9 
-Adher~5- to national ~tandard f9rmat~ 

-Main~ain5 all records in MARC format 
-Support~ multiple charact~r 5~t3 

-Run3 up to 16 languages concurr~ntly 

- HELP SCREEN 

-In!;.erface5 with bibliographic and auth,:.rity utiliti~3 
-Interf~ce5 with remote m"icr.:-computer;. and their product3 
-Network3 with mu't~-librar"1 5y'St~m-'3 
- .... llow~ fer m0ro:!' l;har, 200 paramet~rs 

TYF'E: FOR; 
74 Other VTLS produ~t' 

------------------------------------------------------OTH~R OPTIONS-----
Fre~s (R~turn> to ~~it H~lp 
Enter ~ number for h~lp ~cr~en with tl,at numberj or 
O. . •.•••••.• HELF i-1ENU 
? .... M~nu-driven !eer~n 

No....- i <: e 
User 

Advance·j 
H~lp 

;how 
A,:; a in 
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----...:..- - - -~----~------- -

YOUR Li8RARY -

I'{? E : 

1 
2 
3 
4 

5 
~ 

7 

- VTLS-B'3 

HELP MENU 

Getting ~tarted 

Sear~hi",~ th~ catalog 

- - HELP :;CF:E~N 

Hints f~r y~ing th~ c~mput~r 
A~ce55ing CO-ROMs & oth~r datd bas., 
Library information 
Cv!=yright gl.Jid~1in~3 

Inr,:.rmat.i on about VTLS 1:10. and i ts prodl.J~t '; 
Library pr")gra~;5 t..-- aotlvitie.~ 

Making sugg~5ti~n5 & comment5 

---------.---.-------------------------.------.------------OPTIONS------
Typ~ the number of 
_~fter t;,pii:9, ~re5~ 

~n your keyboard. 
3 

Novice A.:I'I.~rlc ~:j 

H~lp 

~ne it~m you want ~o !~e. 

th~ <Return) !;ey, 'Nhi{~h may b 7 1 ~b~'!ed <Enter> 

: .:; r -=- ~ 1"1 

Help 
·~h,:.ow 

,:"g a il"l 

__ .3 
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3 

'((IUE L;: 3:;';F;Y -

HiNTS FOR USiNG THE COM?UTER 
- fre3~ <R~r.urn> aft~r typlng. 

You may type upper ~r lower ca3e lett~r!. 

- Type one space after each word. 
Don't w~rry about pun~tu~tion. 

- - HELP 3(R~EN [.:'j 

Don't U!~ a ~pal~,! before or aft~r the siash Cl) wh~n typ;n-:.; a .::omrnand. 
TV~~' FOR H!NTS ON: 

:32 

" , .; ~ 

T'Ipir,.; word~ f()r 
Typing word! for 

~ut.h,:-r sear.:h.,s 
subj~ct sear.-:hes 

Sear·::h r~su' t3 
Correcting mistake~ 

-------------------------------.-.--------------------OTHER OPT[ONS-----
Pres~ <Return> to e~it H~lp 

Ent er., numb er for he 1 p ~.: r e ~ n w i r. h t h d t 1'"1 umb er. t) r 
O. . ......... HELP 1'<1ENU 
'? • .Menu-driven ~earch 

Novi .: e ,A,·jvan,: ~.j 

Heip 
'3 h r:;w ? ,I • . -, 

5 ) 
6) 
7) 
8) 
l) 

10) 

HP ASCII t~rmin~l 
S.::::!ndinavian ".S(Il i-bit terminal 
PC with ,!.p~,;iai f.:.n':.3 

with PC-8 charac~~, 
PC ASCII terminal 
Other ASCII terminal 

Enter 1 ine numb~r of T~RM!NAL TYPE 

• • 
• 

• 

• 

",,,,;-:-1 c·;'me t·:. ;;TL;, 
(:=,~leasoe- i'S'?2) 

Catal(.,~ 

(~rd 

• 

IJTL~; ; 3 a pr·:.pri e":.~:-y i i t·rary ~(''-';.'Ndr~ procilJct 
,~' ,,! T L :: I t,,~ 'r : 1 ~ (~ k 3 b 'J ,. 9 I 'j; r.~ ~ :", i -3 2. 4,:160 

': h ,)W 

H~ 1:--' ,.l .• ~ eo; " 
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Copies of Screens were . 
kind courtesy of the N i~ven through the 
Scotland Ed· b a 10nal LIbrary of 

, In urgh, Scotland. 

4. 670 
percent) i5 "P;"'ophet MuhaiTll"lad") 

Vernet Gi~bes. J. MahcMa, cISS? _ --I"fr 
~. ~ iV rHen, Z. rHaye bebsorah, c1979: Nb t.p. (Murha~ad) 

Enter NEW COMMAND or UPDATE 
cancel 
WORK SPACE HAS BEEN CLEARED 
Ent~r NEW COMMAND; or 'HELP'; or '?' for the NOVICE USERS ME~U. 

lan 

NATIONAL LIB OF SCOTLAND- - - - ~ - VTLS-8S - - - - - - - - QUALIFYING AUTHORS 
1. 1 j'iuhaMMad al-Hajj 1932-
2. MuhaMMad Gha=ali Shafie, Tan Sri. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 

~7. 
o 
~. 

MuhaMMad. H~=rat Pir Man=oor. 
MuhaMMad ibn HeatiM, Badr al-Dein 
MuhaMMad ibn Ya.keub M~jd al-DeSn 
~lhuha",,,,ad Mufeid. ft. 1666-1575. 

7 Murhal"lMad, Prophet. d. 632. 
Mu;haf'lf'lad. the proohet. 

9. MujshaMMad, Zakare8yea. 

al-YeaMei al-HaMdeanel. 
a1 Fe8reuzeabeade8. 

f0. .;.' j"'!uhaMrt:adi Trust or G;-aat Erilair: and Northern Ii"'eland. 

Enter rlEW COMMAND or LINE £ of selection er 'HELP' 

COM: A 9600 N81 ~ NO LOG 
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NeYl 

( IV T~ H e;(,7' Tt=

~C/2c-F7V 

Enter NEW CQi'U1AND or L!NE £ cf selection ...... 
7 

'Ui:"! a' " ....... , 

NATIONAL LIE OF SCOTLANO- - - - - VTLS-8S - - PUBLICATIONS BY SELECTED AUTHOR 
7 Authcr: MurhaMMad, Prophet, c. 632. 

1. MAIN TITLE - Izbrannye rechenikila 5v~ilatcgc pr~rcka I31ama 
pociet na ne;'\'}; 

F1 i r d~ 

MurhanMdd. Prophet, d. 632. 
2nd ed. 

AUTHOR 
EDITION ---
PUB. DATA -- Ti·lf,,:-a, SUirey : IslaM liiternatlur.al Publications, 199;. 

Z. MAIN TITLE - Jewels of guidance cOMpiled by HaM:ah MuhaMMad Salih 
A.Jjaf 

AUTHOR ----- MurhaM~ad, Prophet, d. 532. 
FUB. DATA -- Oar al Taowa c19S7 

3. MAI~J TITLE - Selected Hadees : 5a translation. 
AUTHOR ----- MurhaMMad, Prophet, d. 632. 
PUB. DATA -- Tilford. Surrey: IslaM Internatio~al Publications, 

Enter NEW COMMAND or LINE £ of 5el~ction or "HELP" 

COM! ~ 9500 NBl A NO LOG 
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I 
\ 

j 

~ 

~ NEW COMMAND ::r LINE £ of ,~lectior: 0;"" 'HELP' 

L..:-J 
NATIONAL LIB OF ·SCOTLMlD- - - - - - ViLS-SS - - - - - - MARC AUTHORITY SCRE=:i·J 

Local Ivl: \) 
ARN: 79130881 
Type: z 

IndIrect: n 
Rec Stai: c 
Gec subd: n 
Sub j! a 

Sui:::dl',f: 
E:;trc:: 2·H)819 
60'''-: Ago: n 
Serles: n 
Auth 5tatu~: 

Bib 1'11: x 
Used: 920701 
Long: Source: 

ROlllan: n Ser nun: n Head: a.!:lb 
Ref status: a Upd ~tatus: a 

Aut hiRer: a 
a NaMe: a 

Rules: c Er.c 1 vI: 
I. 005 
2. 010 

-. 035 
4. 040 
s. 100 00 
c. 400 00 
7. 400 00 
S. 400 00 
9. 400 00 

~iQ. 4<l0 00 
il. 400 00 

:1cc rec: n 
19920625120327.0 
n 7913G281 
1138-54080 - ~. ~.-<-4' 
Dle ne Dle ~d Ole Ad OLC-R -
MtJrhaM:<'Iad, tic P:""ophet I Ad d. 5:':.- Lt .... ~ ~ ~ 
Mahoned. Ac Prc~het, ~d d. 63:. 
MarhMeud, ~c Picphe:, ne! G. 632. 
Mahcnet, ~c Prophet, ~d d. 53:. 
MohaMMec, Ac Prophet. ne! d. S::. 
MagoMet. ~c Pruphet, ~d d. S3~. 

Mu-han-~:-tc. ~c Proph~t, Ad ~. 532. 

Enter NEtJ CO!"!MAND c,r UPDATE 

COM! ~ 9500 NB! ~ NO LOG 

Ent~r 'NS" for ~ore 
E:1ier NEW COMMAND .... , UPDATE 
n. 
NATIONAL LIB OF SCQTLANO- - - - - - VTLS-39 - - - - - - MARC AUTHOR!T', SCREEN 

I. 4.0fl 0" Murhaf'l'lr-li!.:i, f.k. the ~ro",;;e~. 

c 400 -. 400 .. 400 
S. 400 
6. .l00 
, . .1CO 
S. 400 
~. eEt 

00 
00 
00 
00 
GO 
00 
00 

row nnaa. 
~Jab 1 MuhacI'H''1ad, (.le ?rc~het, no::: 'j. 532. 
Mu\,hal'lf'l'led, (-le Prc;::he't, il\')d c. 53:. 
MacMetto, ne Frcoh~t, f.ld d. 62:. 
Mahcf'l'let~o, ~c Prophet, nd d. 5::. 
MohamMed, :1,: P,-:p!-.et, 51.: c. S:: . 
Mahor~a, ;1;:. Prc~he~. N::l d. 5:: . 
Murhai"lad, :1c Prcohet. 11C ,j. 23:. 
He~dl~g ~a5~d en the f~rM: Fr:=ne: Murhal'lnad. Appro~ed by 
AL,,, CCMm. :::n Catalcglng: ,';::.iar. ar:~ :Hrican Material;, J:.:ne 
30, 1985. 

i 'J. 570 luther, A. ~. E~ic of f~;th. lSS:: ~~ t.p. (MchdMMad) 
Enc'ic. er::., .::1978 r1b ;:'h..:.he:"lMad; full fer"" of naMe\ Mbe'..! : 1 67Q 
al-Cea5l~ ~urhaMMad lbn 0Abd ~!ledh lbn 0Abd al-Murtrtallb 
lti:1 Hedsh!.f"1; t;. c. 570: d. 5:;:: 

Enter "NS" for ~ore 

caMl ~ 9600 NBl ~ ~G LOG 

ALA COMfTl. ::'1 CatatcQlng: ,~:;:ar, dnd Af .... lean M.Jterlai3, JL.::1a 

30, 1986. 
Luther. ,..;, r:. c:::lic ·.Jf fa~th. :==1: 1'1b t.P. li1ch3C1'1l'lad) 
EnC·iC. s.:~ .. ~i9?8 j~b ~~urha;"'::'!la~: full ferM of nar.e: Abeu 
al-Qed51~ ~~.Ma~maC ~bn 3Abd A!leaM lbn OAbd al-Murtrtd!~~ 
l:':-: Hea.:::-,~;;: ~. ;:. 570;...116:':~ 



Enter 'NS' 
Enter NEW COMMAND or UPDATE 
n5 

NATiONAL LIB OF SCOTLAND- - - - - - I)TLS-SS - - - MARC AUTHORITY SCR::EN 
I. 670 Encyc. A~er., cl975 ~b <Moha~~ed: b. betw. 570 & 571; d. 

632 ) 
2.570 Collier's, cl973 I1b <~luha"Mad; alae spelled Moham",ed; b. c. 

3. 670 

4. 670 
S. 670 

570; d. 632:: 
LC data base, 6/2/86 I1b (hdg.: MuhaMMad, d. 632; ~ost 
frequer,t usage (58 percent) in publication t itle~ i5 na/'l'le 
alone, without a tit.le or epithet; next Most frequent {Z5 

"percent) is "Prophet MuhaMrtlad") 
Vernet Ginbes, J. Mahc~a, e1987. 
rHen, Z. ~Haye bebsorah, c1979: I1b t.p. IMurha"ad) 

Enter NEW COMMAND er UPDATE 

CDM1" 9600 NB1 " NO LOG 

'"; " 

"~ " 
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Enter NEW COMMAND or UPDATE 
cancel 
WORK SPACE HAS BEEN CLEARED 

Enter 'NS' fur ,"'lore 

Enter NEW COf1MANOi er 'HELP'; or '7' for the NOVICE USERS MEIJU. 
a/i'1agc~~t 

NATIONAL LIB OF SCOTLAND- - - - - - VTLS-39 - - - - - - - - QUALIFYING AUTHOR~ 
1. Magol'l'let, Prophet, d. 632. 

Enter NEW COMMAND er LINE £ of selection er 'HELP' 

NriTtorir.L LIB OF SCGTL,-1NO- - - - - '- VTLS-,;9 - - - - - - REFERHAL SCREEN 
Mag':'Met. P,ooh=t, d. 632. 

THE ';;6QVE tlARIfiNT F',:,,!=::M HAS NO AS30CIAT~Q TITLES 
THE FOLLOWI~JG RELPjTEO TERr·1( S) WILL HA1JE AS=OCIATEO TITLES IN THE SYSTE!'l: 
To search related ~erMs, ente~ LINE£ ~R 

1. 7 Mu,haMMad, P,cphet, d. 532. 

COMI n 5600 Nei ~ NO lOG 
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8. 400 10 Scc t t • WaIter", ne Sir', :art. nd 1771-1 e3~. 

Aw nnaa 
9. 400 00 Paul. nd 1771-1332. 

liil. 400 10 Scctt Sir. Wal ~er . rld 177j-1832. 
Enter 'NS' f~r More 

Enter NEW COMMAND or UPDATE 
ca.nc~l 

WOR~: SPACE HAS SEEN CLEf-.RED 
Enter NEW COMMAND; er 'HELP'; er 
al ashlTlole e.l ias 

for the NOVICE USE23 MENU. 

NATIONAL LIB OF SCQTLAND- - - - - - VTLS-89 - - - - - - - - QUALIFYING AU7~ORS 

I. 1 AshMole, Elia5. 
2. Asi"::'!lole, Eli.3.! iS17-1652. 
3. AsnlTlCile, Elia.s, 1617-153:. 

Enter NEW COMMAND ~r LI~!E E of ~electi~n or 'HELP' 
1 tv 3 
AUTHOR I TY RE·:ORD FLAGGED F':·R ~EF.G;:: 
Enter NEW COMMM!O or LHlE :. of .5eie·::l.:r. .... , 'HELF' 
:: to 3 
AUTHOR I T'f RECORD FLAGGED FOR r'!ERGE 
Enter NEW COMMAND or LiNE £ ef 5elec~:cn or 'HELP' 

CeM! ~ 9600 Nel ~ rlQ LOG 
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16. Sociology -- Bulgaria. 
Enter 'NS' for More 

Enter NEW COMMAND er LINE £ of selection or 'HELP" 
1 

NATIONAL LIB OF SCOTLAND- - - - - - VTLS-B9 - - - - - - REFERRAL SCREEN 
1. 454 Sociology. 

Enter "NOTE" for Notes 
RELATED TERM(S) ALSO USED: 
To search related ter~5. enter LINE£ BR 

~ 1"'" CO£1lrrlunicaticn. iNARRDWER TERl'"l i 
~. . " 
.J. 50 Religion and sociology. iNARROWER TERM~ 
, 15 Sociology. Rural. ,NARROWER TERi'1 i -. 
S. 42 Social histvry. iNARROWER TERf11. 
S. 1 SOCial ~tability. iNARROWER TERr1 i 
7: -~ I- Soclal probleil'ls. iNARROWER TERi1i. 
S. 150 Social change. iNARROWER TERr-li. 
9. 9! WOMen. iNARROWER TEEMi 

Enter NEW COMMAND or LlrlE E of selection or "HELP' 

COMl A 9600 N81 A NO LOG 
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2. i72 CO;'l'lMur.i~aticn. iNARROWER TERML 
3. 50 Religion and sociology. iNARROWER TERi'1i. 
4. 15 Sociology, Rura 1. iNARROWER TERMl. 
5. 42 Social history. i ~JARROWER TERML 
S. Social stability. iNARfiOWER TERM~ 

7. 75 Social p.robleMs. j NARROJ..JER TERMi 
S. 150 Social .:hange. iNARROWER TERMi 
9. o· ., WOMen. iNARROWER TERi'H 

~ NEW COMMAND or LINE E of selection or 'HELP' 
note 

-tell-"" NOTES *** 
Here and" with i6cal 3ubdivis16~ are entered work3 on the 
discipline of sociology. Works Q~ the secial conditions cf 
particular reglons, cour:iries, cities, etc., are entered 
under the naMe of the place subdivided by Social 

conditions. 

Hit any key to rei urn to the referral screen 

caMl A "9600 N81 R NO LOG 
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Enter NEW COMMAND er LINE E of .electlon er 'HELP' 
s/sociology 

Sq,.g J(?C T 
ke7ytf 

NATIONAL LIB OF SCOTLAND- - - - - - VTLS-89 - - - - - - - QUALIFYING SUBJECTS 
1. 454 Sociology. 
2, 
3, 
4: 

Sociology -- Abatracts -- Periodicals. 
Sociology and art. 
Sccio!ogy and religion. 
Sociology Asia. 

6. Sociology -- Australasia. 
7. Sociology -- Austria -- History -- 20th century. 
8. 2 Sociology. 8ahai Faith. 
9. 11 Sociology, Biblical. 

10, 3 SocIology Bibllegraphy, 
11. 
12. 

Sociclogy 
Sociology 

Bibliography 
8iblicgraph:: 

Catalcgs. 
Peri-:.dicals. 

13. ~ Sociology Biographical Methods. 
14. Sociology Book reviews -- Periodical~. 

15. Sociology, Buddhist -- Eurma. 
16. Soci~logy -- Bulgaria. 

Enter 'NS' for ~ore 
Enter NEW COMMAND or LINE £ of selection or 'HELP' 

COMl ~ g600 N8! A NO LOG 
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Ref status: a Upd 3tatus: d Ruth status:" a NaMe: n 
Enc 1v1: n Auth/Ref: a 

5h 85124Z00 
iZl577-43080 

Mod rec: 
1. 010 
2. 035 
3. 040 

,ut _4).-. -'..<" 5:3 
V- -"" TS0 

450 
450 
sse 

DlC Ac DlC ~d DlC 
HM . 

o Soci~rcgy. -~ 
o Science, Social. 
o Social science. 
o Secial sciences. 

Rules: n 

Stt8JG?:'T 

4-tt TII. 
S e~EZi# 

g,IlW Q_ 

'3 Ai Here and t.lith local 5ubdi'.;ision are entered works un the 
___ -- discipline of sociology. Works on the social conditic,ns er 

Enter 'NS' for i"!'lo:-e 
Enter NEW COMMAND or UPDATE 
ns 

NATIONAL LIB OF SCOTLANO- - - - - - VTLS-89 - - - MARC AUTHORITY SCREEN 
particular regicns, countries, cities, etc., ar~ entered 
under the naMe of the place 5ubdivided by ~a Scc~al 

cOiiditions. 

Entel~ NEW COMMAND or UPDATE 

COM1 A 9600 NB! ~ NO LOG 
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9. Social sciences and Planage.'!'len t. 

'" . ~. Social sciences and state. 
, 1 ... Social 5Giences and stat!! Asia. 
12. I Social sciences and state Finland. 
13. 2 Social sciences and state Great Britain. 
14. Social sciences and state United State •. 
IS. Social science5 -- flrablan P~ninsula -- Periodical •. 

Enter 'NS' for rr10re 

Enter NEW COMMAND cr LINE - of selection or 'HELP' 

NATIONAL LIB OF SCOTLAND- - - - - - VTLS-S9 - - - - - - REFERRAL SCREEN 
.~ ~03 Social sciences. 

RELATED TERM(S) ALSO USED: 
To search related terMS, enter LINE£ BR 

2. 7°? "~ EconOMics. 
3. . " . ..~'+ Sociology. 
4. 0" "~ CriMinclogy. 
5. 150 SOC131 change. 

i NARROWER TERiH 
i NARROWER TERM ~ 
! NARROWER TERt11. 
i NARROWER TERM ~ 

Enter NEW COMMAND or LINE £ of selection 0r 'HELP' 

COMI R 9500 NBI ~ NO LOG 
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APPENDIX VII 

PI..OOR PLAN OF U.-G.L. 
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APPmIDIX VIII 

smtfARY OF I.D .. B .. CXlNSOLTANr'S RFIlIIII!NDAtIm 

As a part of the Teclmical Assistance to the University of Guyana 

Library, a consultant was brought to evaluate the manual and other 

systems and make appropriate recoomendations .. 

Consultants terms of reference were: 

1.' To analyse present manual operations in the University of 

Guyana library with specific reference to circulation, 

serials control, cataloguing, acquisitions and 

informstion retrieval systems; 

2. To make recomnendations relating to the feasibility of 

the introduction of automation in limited or complete 

form in the University library; 

3. To advise on the development of bibliographic databases; 

4." To advise on the creation of on-line retrieval services .. 

Based on these Terms of References, the Consultant came up with 

the following recomnendations:-

A .. AutaDlltian 

1., The Library should acquire seven IBM/PS2 machines, each 

with at least 20 Megabyte Disc Drives, at least one of 
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which nrust have capability of reading 3" ~ 5n floppy 

discs. The exact specification of hardware and operating 

systems software should conform to those that the 

University as a whole acquires.. (3 in Teclmical 

Services; I in CRL; 1 in Readers' Services; 1 in 

Administration and 1 for Public Use; plus computer 

stationery and diskettes). 

Comnent: I do not agree with the allocation of computers across 

the Library. especially in Readers' Services and for the Public 

Use.. These are areas where the public tend to converge most 

requiring information and assistance.. I would suggest at least 6 

computers - 3 Readers' Sgenerally and 3 for the Public Use.' 

2. General training in the use of computers and in 

particular applications such as word-processing should be 

offered to staff. 

3. The latest version of the MS DOS operating system for the 

Datamini be obtained and installed and the back-up power 

unit be repaired .. 

4. Steps be taken to monitor UWI's progress with VTLS (e .. g .. 

receive papers associated with the development of VTLS). 
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B. On-Line Services 

1.' The uncertainty over the telecOllllllUlication facility 

requires resolution. 

2. A budget should be set aside for refreshing the skills of 

professional staff in the library, who have already had, 

as part and parcel of their professional education, 

training in the effective use of on-line searching 

techniques.. Sane skills have atrophied through lack of 

opportunity to use them. 

3. In the absence of a ca1J8bility to provide on-line 

searches in Guyana, U.G .. should continue to use the good 

offices of the University of Indiana and the British 

Lending Library .... 

C.. Manll1l1 Procedures 

1.. UB (junior) staff trained in cataloguing, especially 

Senior Library Assistants, should be deployed in 

Technical Services to boost processing output. 

2.. The Acquisitions and Cataloguing Departments should be 

integrated and managed as a single unit under a Head of 

Technical Services .. 

3.. Stock awaiting processing in Technical Services should be 

arranged in a single chronological sequence on a 'First-
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in/First out' basis .. 

4. A Technical Services Librarian be appointed to coordinate 

the work of the Acquisitions and Catalogu9ing Departments 

..... 
5. One professional Librarian within Reader Services should 

be responsible for delivering and developing User 

Education Programnes for U.G. students. 

6. One professional Librarian should be made responsible for 

cataloguing uncatalogued materials in the Caribbean 

Research Library. 

7. The staff developnent progranJDe should be vigorously 

maintained, with further emphasis on the use of computers 

in Libraries. It should be enhanced by a progranJDe of 

short (3 month) attachments for UA (Senior Staff) to 

libraries in the process of automat~ or already 

automated.. UB staff should receive training in word 

processing and computer appreciation .. 

8. The possibility of recruiting new staff with the help of 

voluntary agencies such as VSO should be investigated. 
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~ FOR ADltIfATm tFUfNICAl. SERVICES 

llNIVERSl'lY OF GlYANA lIBRARY 

At the present time there is a backlog of about 38,000 - 40,000 

items awaiting processing. Staff shortages at the University 

Library and other problems make this impossible to achieve. 

ACQUISITIONS AND SERIALS 

About 1,000 books and 2,000 journal items are received each month. 

These items have to be accessioned, and ownership stamp put on 

each of them, records prepared for the various files - on order, 

inprocess, and others. These processes are all carried out 

manually, with limited staff. 

GIFTS AND EXCHANGES 

About 1,000 items are received each month. Correspondence, 

statistics and other files have to be msintained on this 

operation. 

BINDERY 

About 1,000 items are repaired in this department each month. 

This includes both books and journal items, manuscripts and 

others. This section is under the supervision of the Head of the 
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Acquisitions, and all the records and files are kept there .. 

Procedures are all manual.-

CATALOGUING AND CLASSIFICATION 

About 12,000 items are likely to be processed in this department 

each year.- There is a considerable backlog at the moment, which 

has arisen because of a ntnnber of problems in the department .. 

Chief among these are shortage of staff, outdated cataloguing 

tools, and others.- Processes are all done marrually.-

C .. R.-L. MATERIALS 

There are about 8,000 items awaiting processing - sorting, 

accessioning, cataloguing and classification.-

Fm«:TIONS 1'0 BE PERFORMED BY rnMPlJTER 

~SITIONS AND SERIAL'i KANDA1'ORY - YES 

This module should have facilities to deal with order generation 

and processing; subscriptions for serials; gifts and exchanges.

Access keys should include order number, ISBN number, 

bibliographical control number; author, title, vendors' names 

and/or codes.-

Other requirements to be included: 

1. Order Preparation 
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- Receipt of requests of items to be purchased 

- Verification of status of requests i .. e .. in stock, on 

order, in print, in process 

2.. Order Creation aml Despatch 

- Inputting of order data 

- Controlling fund adjustments 

- Despatch using order forms 

3.. Administration of orders aod Subscriptions 

- Should have facility to create, review, renew, amend 

or cancel orders, including standing orders and 

subscriptions 

4.. Receipt of Items 

- Should have feature for the receipt of ordered and 

unsolicited items, e .. g .. gifts 

- Should be able to record arrival of serial parts, 

including unexpected parts such as special issues 

or supplements 

- Verification of items received 

- Control of fund adjustments 

- Provision for the return of damaged or incorrect items .. 

5., Claiming 

- Unfulfilled orders or parts not received 

- In the case of serials, it should include features to 

cater for predicting patterns which shows different 

publication patterns 
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6.. - Should have the facility to provide cOlIl1I1lllication with 

vendors via the system by printed or electronic means 

7. Processing Invoices 

- Should have the means of processing invoices and 

payments. 

8. - Should have facility for the maintenance of desiderata 

files - e.-g .. for gifts and exchange schemes. 

BINDI!2Y 

This module should cater for both monographs and serials, 

providing control of selection and preparation of items to be 

bound. 

Selection of items should be manual 

Preparation processes should cater for the entry of 

records of items to be bound 

Should have facilities for marking items returned or 

due to be returned from the bindery 

Should have facility for generating statistics of 

items sent to and returned from the bindery on a 

monthly basis. 

CATAl.()QJDC/DIJA ENTRY MANDA'l'ORY - YES 

The Cataloguing module should have the facility to generate 

records for selecting, creating and editing bibliographic data for 

all kinds of library materials. Should have the capacity to 
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acconmodate IIIOre than 1,000 records in the database. Online 

access should be available to the complete database for inputting, 

searching and editing purposes. 

Essential search keys should include control numbers, author and 

title. Searching on keywords and key phrases from the whole or 

specified parts of the database are also required. The system 

should provide for the use of Boolean operators.-

Other requirements to be included: 

1. System should also have provision for the selection 

of bibliographic records from external sources, e.g. 

OCLC or others, and for their transfer to local 

files; online selection and transfer, and magnetic 

tape exchange.. Should have provision for the 

conversion of records to the required format, e.g.' 

U.S.MARC. 

Provision for the creation of original catalogue 

records 

Validation of control numbers 

3.. Provision for editing records 

adding fields and sub-fields 

4.. Maintenance of Authority Files 

System should be able to specify and maintain authority files for 

many purposes and for different sets of headings, e .. g. personal 

name, corporate names, subject headings or series, see and see 
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also references.. This facility provides the library with a tool 

to help the users of the Online Publicd Access Catalogue .. 

OPAC - ONLINE PUBLIC CATAI..OGIJE 

This catalogue which is a spin off from the cataloguing module 

should serve as the access point for users of the library. It 

will enable users to search for all types of material included in 

the database ... This will also replace the present card catalogues 

- author, title and subject through a conversion process which is 

to be determined through the library and the producers of VTLS .. 

This module should have: 

ability to access help screens 

ability to searech selected parts of database 

ability to search specified index terms, e .. g .. 

author, title, subject heading, keyword 

OPAC module should also contain the following: 

provision for truncating search terms 

provision to use Boolean operators 

ability to browse back and forth through indexes .. 

Generally system should be able to acconmodate bibliographical 

data in AAGR 2 format. It should allow for 100% growth of the 

database .. 
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MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SCREEN IS MANDATORY to generate statistical . 

data in all the sections of the Department; 

I.AtUJAGE DESIRED: ENGLISH. 
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